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Cops,-,eCIver' d $sff< bu*$!

We missed a bug in the startup routines of the
cover disk supplied with the last issue. lvan M.

Dlxon reported that an error 'at lrne 1890 bad
line' was rep0rted" The fix is simple (thanks

lvan),

Starting from line 1890 of the BOOT program,

change the FOR loop control variable 'num%' to
a non-integer variable such as 'num'. This
applies to lines 1890, 1900 and 1910

u

Tel. +44 tr273 385030
Fax +44 L273 381577
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Tel. +44 1248 354023
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W.N. Richardson EEC)
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Editoriai
Dilwyn Jones

As avid QL users, we all {l hopel) enjoy using
our QLs, QPCs, QXLs, Ataris or whatever: But
how many of us bother to pay atteniion to the
health and safety aspects of using our beloved
compulers? ln the workplace, we'd probably all

compiain like rnad if we found a VDU facing a

window or a hopelessly uncomfortable worksta
tion, a dirty screen or sirnilar problems. But in

the home environment we tend to forget about
such things, or at least not worry so much
about them.

ln this rssue Geoff Wicks begins a short
series on good working practices when using
computers and VDUs, gained from his years of
experience working in the Netherlands While
rules, regulations and working practices may
vary from country to country, the 'proper way'
of doing things is often a matter of common
sense or just following simple guidelines And
often, small changes tc working practices may
make quite a difterence to your comfort, eye
strain etc when working with computers {or a

long period.
Right, after rea-

ding Geoff's arti
cle, l'm off for a

10 minute com
puter breakl My
idea of laking a

break f rom my
QL is to rnove to
sit at the Aurora
to workl

Back again, loo
king forward to
the up and
corning show
season. Keep an

eye on the Show
Agenda page at

the back of QL
Today and go
and visit a QL
show in your
area soonl You
get to know all

the news get to
meet most of the
iraders and best
ol all get to meet

all sorts of QL/AuroraiQPC/QXL users who can
help to sort out any problems you may be
having with your computer:

Speaking of QllAuroral.. users, we had quite a

few responses to our little competition to iind a

new collective noun to represent QL users,
some light hearted, cthers quite clever and
lnvenlive. You can read scrne of the sugges
tions in this issue A prize will be on its way to
someone when a winner has been determinedl

IVore PD software reviews in this issue. Darren
Branagh has been doing a wonderf ul lob
reviewing PD software (no, he hasn't taken over
the magazine, and he does buy commercial
soltware) for us, but is anyone else willrng to
help him out? We could also do with some
reports on some of the sof tware in Quanta s

software library " if nothing else it would proba

bly convince QL Today readers who aren't
Quanta mEmbers that il might be worth loining
Quanta just for the large library o{ soltware!

All the articles which should have appeared in

this issue will come in the next issue we're at
page 60 3nfl gver'! little bit is filledl

Dilwyn Jones
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f{ews

TF Services - srJperHermes LITE
superHermes with improved Hermes {serial

ports serl/2 running at full i9200 bps indepen
dent of sound, split input baud rates, debounced
keyboard and key click) and IBM AT keyboard
only.

Currently there is support for following
keyboard layouts,

UK, German tZ layouts) , USA (2 layouts),
French & ltalian {shifted numbers optionally),
Danish, Norwegran and Swedish.

Prices are: superHermes LITE Kbd lead

uK t50 [3
EC r52 [3.50
furope (outside EC) [48 [3
Rest of world t50 f3 50

PROGS News
We (PROGS) have (finally) moved The new

address is,

Dr. Fr. [-lemerijckxlaan 13
E-2650 Edegem
tel: 031457 84 88
fax: 031458 62 A7
We have fixed some problems in ProWesS

and in PFdata Also, some improvements in LlNt-
design. Most significant are that problems in

LlNEdesign {though caused by syslib) with prin-

ting and wiih memory loss have been fixed
LlNFdesign now also accepts a command line
parameter again it will start with the given file
r^^.J^.J
IUdUUU.

ln ProWesS there have been some snrali

improvements {e.g. the aforementioned syslib
bugs) ln the last few months there have been
somewhat significant improvements in the menu
type Also a new listselect type has been
added. There have also been some small
improvements in the installation process.

We are currently working on a file manage-
ment program which will run under ProWesS.
Howeve[ with the amouni of progress that there
has been in the last few weeks, we don't
expect this to be finished before the end of
September

QEranch N€ws
Page Designer 3: Barry Ansell is working on

a 'wide - screen' version of PD 3 for users of
ihe Aurora, Atari and QXL machines wiih higher
resolution Since Page Designer 3 originally

came out, it has become clear that users would
like support for the extended display modes
now commonly available on QL-compatibles.
Present versions have some support to allow
them to work on extended resolutions, but no
display resize is possible, for example.

QXL,WIN Reader: QBranch hope to release
fairly soon a program which wili enable you to
transfer files between the QXL.WIN files and
Windows The author has already submitted a

working version to QBranch and it is currently
heino tested tn see if it is readv and srritable for
-^t^^^^Iete d5u.

tjltra Gold Card
Miracle Systems have announced that they

are now working 0n a new card to give the QL
another boost in performance. The ULTRA

GOLD CARD will be based around a 66MHz
68060 processor and is expected to give an

eight fold improvement in speed 0ver the
SUPER GOLD CARD. lt will reqr-rire a SUPTR
GOLD CARD in the system to handle the l/C
:nd rnrill nlr rcr inin iho f)-Pl:no :c : norinhorelq, rurru

and will be compatible with Aurora There will be
a SIMM sockel to allow for large amounts of
RAM and a high speed network The unit is

expected to be available later this year and will

be produced by Q BRANCH

Naws frorn .ionathan Hudson
unpic 0.06: Converts PIC files to GIF PNG,

(portable network graphics), TIFF Postscript,
BMP PCX Now has graphical front end with
'Save As' option for above formats {except
BMP).

l-ynx 2.3.7: Text based HTML browser with
'hooks' to display GIF etc. Excellent to convert
HTML to ASCII for futher viewing or printing.

This version of lynx can only view HTML files
from local disk, due to the lack o{ a suitable
socket library for QDOS ln lhe event of such a
library becoming available, then a simple relin-

king would enable lynx to perform as a {ully

functional rnternet client, with WWW flp, mail,

news, wais, gopher etc.
Both available from
http: //w w w.jrhudson.de rnon,eo.uk, at I e a st.

News fronr Steve Johnson
Steve Johnson has announced further addi

tions to his already extensive collection of QL
PD and Freeware software. Three new general

collections have been released.
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SJPD72 contains QEyes, Snapshot Convert (a

program io convert Spectrum emulator snap
shot frles), Unpic V002 (Jonathan Hudson's pro-
gram for converting QL PIC files into a variety
of PC graphics file {ormals), tR Dictionary (ex

plains all the medical jargon used in the popular

TV series tR), and Scratch, a "drag and drop"
aclive icon {or the button frarne.

SJPD73 contains a demo version of JMS's
QSpread spreadsheet for the QL, lnto Zip Unzip
v5 3, and the XPR v3 56 libraries, used by QTPI
and QeM.

SJPD74 contains Winds of Change, a pair of
pr0grams lor easy repositioning of BASIC's
channels 0, 1 and 2 windows, and for helping
The Editor to use the extended screen resolu-
tions now available PEX32 is an updated utility
allowing ilo action on buried windows (needs,

N/inerva, Pointer Environment or SMSQ or ATARI

ernulator) File Selector is a program to aid with
getting around a bug in one version of Line-
Design which prevented it printing when the
button frame was used. VAT Calculator - a

powerful and configurable Value Added Tax cal
culator Filelnfo v3 02 is the latest version of this
useful utility for use with QPAC2 Mines is a Ger-
man version of a similar game on a certain com-
puter {not telling you which, but the clue is that
it's not a popular machine with ihe QL Today
teaml) tditor vl82 is a small but powerful text
editor [in German]. Memv is a small utilily to
display a momory useage bar on the left side of
the QL screen, sadly not Aurora compatible.
Finally for this disk, ACP v3,4 is the latest
version of Archivers Control Panel.

The specials seciion now includes SJS182, a

set of specialised QTYP dictionaries, covering
such subjects as medical, law and Bible termino
logy. Steve asks that donations be made to The
National Back Pain Association for use of these
disks {he has suflered greatly from back pro-

blems himselt, as regular readers will know).
SJS183 contains the latest version of Tim

Swenson's ZB8 Sourcebook and some ZBB
programs. QL Today hopes to provide an upda-
ted review of this electronic book soon, as it
has been greatly enhanced since our review of
an earlier edition was printed.

SJSIB4 contains Bruce Nicholls' Screen Dazz
ler screen saver utility, now generously donaied
to the PD scene as Freeware, lf you enjoy using
Screen Dazzler, SJS1B5 also contains an exten-
sive set of additional screen saver routines by
Alan lngrey and Dilwyn Jones {who he?)

SJS1B6 and 187 respectively contain the origi-
nal set of clipart and fonts supplied with Line'
Design {the current version is supplied without
clipart and fonts to reduce costs, you can get
the clipart and fonts from PD libraries, for exam-
ple). While on the subject of PROGS, Steve tells
me that the ProWesS documentation disks on
SJS150 had a major update on 917/97 SJS174
(Gwass etc.) has also had a major update

The Classic Books section has also had some
significani additions since we lasl broughl you

news of it.
C8178 contains the Pathology of Lying etc by

William and Mary Heale, C8179 is a 3 disk set
containing Lorna Doone, A Romance of Exmoor:
C8180 holds The Black Arrow by Robert Louis
Stevenson, while C8181 holds another Steven
son work, The Master of Ballantrae. CBIB2 (2
disks) contains The Complete English Grammar
Course. CB1B3 {2 disks} has the works of WB.

Yeats and CB1B4 is the works of John Keats
The works of Hippocrates are on CBl85 The
epic Ben-Hur A Tale of the Christ, is on C8186
aRlA7 r'nni:inc r nhildhnnrl frrrnrrrito nf minovuIV, 9Vt l(ul, IJ u ut iltut tvvv tuv vvt ttu vt I I lfi tu,

The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood by
Howard Pyle Charles Dickens' Lrttle Dorrit {a 4
disk package) can be found on CBIBB C8189 rs

a disk about the History of Britain. Alexandre
Dumas' The Black Tulip ls 0n C8190, while
C8191 chronicles The Life of Thomas Telford,

the civil engineer renowned for his works on
the roads and bridges in Britain. You can find

over 200 recipes for ltalian dishes in The
Cook's Decameron on C8192 One thing trou-
bles me about the classic books collection
where on earth does Steve Johnson gei ihe
time lo read all these?

Steve's email address has changed during the
summer Almac BBS has closed down, so he

can no longer be emailed at the old ALMAC
address. Customers can now use

Steve Jo hnso n2 @co m puserve.so n'r

to email him.

Jochen Merz5oftware
QMenu 7.03 offers even more useful features

for saving files, The file-select menu was
designed for choosing a file to load as
cornfortable as possible With features
introduced in V7, it became useful to select
filenames to save scmething to. Now you can
change the destination device with one
mouseclick: if the suggested filename is, say,

WlNl-fred-bas, but you want to save it to

w &L fiodeg S-



RAhl Disk instead, then all you have to do t'lOW

{in V7 03} is: DO the device name or number {i.e

select them with the FNTTR-key or right
mouse-button. This will not only change the
directory window, bui will also apply the
sele cted device name or number to the
suggested filename. Quite easy, and very handy!
Registered QMENU/QD/QSpread users can
download an update free from either BBS. lt will

also come wilh every new product containing
lhe Menu extension, of course.

OPC rs available in Version 1.30. Once asain.

Marcel has managed to speed it up conside-
rably {my tests have shown speed increases
between 10 and 20%ll!). Again, registered users
can get it {rom the BBSs or via ordinary post

No news on the colour drivers yet. lt seems
that November could be a realistic date to see
sornething working. lt is much more work than
you may think: noi only all of the 50 screen
driver traps iincluding panning, scrolling, printing
characters etc.) have to be irnplemented, a way
of selecting more colours has to be found. Not
to forget that all parts of the Pointer Environ-
rnent have to re rewritten as well: sprite hand-
ling, poiniers, save areas, and so on. QL hday
will keep you informed

f.{ews frorn tha Meeting in Solnns
Peter Graf has shown a very interesling

llooking mainboard'
Q40 - Frelirninary inforrnatiorr
The Q40 hardware replaces the Sinclair QL

delivering much more speed, graphics, storage
and peripheral capabilities. lt uses a completely
new mainboard, designed to run QDOS on a

68040,
Q40 Mainboard Like the original QL mainboard

the Q40 is a complete solution including gra
phics, peripherals and sound. lt tits directly into
an industry standard case. No parts from an

exisiting QL, no CPU card, no backplane, no
keyboard interface are needed. The Q40 main-
board is equipped with a Motorola M68040
CPU, probably running ai 33 or 40MHz. Here is a
list of features:

RAM FDO DRAM 4lt/B up to 32M8. Fast FDO
Burst access Two 12 pin PS2 SIMM sockets for
easy upgrading.

RQM 256K8, data bus 32 bit wide. Up to 1 MB
are supported.

Gfaphics High speed graphics chipset and 32
bit dual port video RAM Video modes,

QL mode 8 256x256 pixels, 8 colours

w6 8t Fodop

- QL mode 4 512x256 pixels, 4 colours
- Hi-cclour mode 512x256 pixels, 64k colours
- Hi-colour mode 1424x512 pixels, 64k colours

Multisync monitor output, 65Hz vertical refresh
rate, non-interlaced, dual screen capability.

Kevboard lnterface Controller for MF-102

keyboards
Sound Stereo digitai-analog converters, 1OkHz

or 20kHz sample rate.

ClosL.and Nqnyqla_tile F_AM Battery buffered
real time clock 2KB nonvolatile RAM

Dtsl-hledaee Fnhanced IDE controller for up

to 4 harddisks (16 bit wide data transfer) Floppy
disk controller for 2 HD floppies

Ports 2 serial ports with FIFO, 57600 Baud 1

parallel port I joystick port Disk interface and
ports are on a compact lDt/Multi lO card that
belongs to the mainboard

[xtension slot The mainboard has two exten-
sion slois, one of them is occupied by the
IDE/Multi lO card, There are 16 data lines and 20
address lines, all signals are buffered and well
defined, Signals and pinout also allow some ISA

cards to be used in the slot.

Q40 Svstem A complete Q40 system is a Q40
mainboard in combination with IDE harddisk and

HD floppy mounied in an industry standard case
with power supply, and an MF-102 keyboard
(Microdrives and slow Qt network are not

supported),
Mainboard prototype is in the state of

hardware testing.
For more infos, or if you want to offer help:

Dipl.-lng. Peter Graf, Lahnstr. 32, 35239
Steffenberg, Germany
n

Arboresccnt Sorting
Stephen Foole

Following your article on sorting, here is a

listrng for my RADIX sort, I don't mind if Ql-
Today wish to use it for its subscribers, but it
must not be circulated or used in commercial
programs. The program is written in Super
BASIC for the sake of simplicity; I can also write
it in SBASIC if required.

The Radix sort routine is a form of tree
sorting {hence the term Arborescent), using
binary tree techniques.

Its advantagos Bre:

1 - The Radix sort can be used to sort strings,
integers or floating poini values.



supertr{ermes
,d rnajor hardware upgrade for the QL

' AI1 Hennes features (see below for list) PLUS full l9
throughput on serl/ser2 not affected by sound

' IBM AT kevboard intcrface (plus foreign dnversi
'HIGII SPEED RS2i2 industry standard two-way seria
porl. 4800cps throughput (supergoldcard - qtpi
7morl.n1l et 576{)Ohns

" TT{REE low specd RS232 inputs (1200 to 30bps} Drive
for SERIAL MOUSE supplied. Other uses inci
R'11'Y/graphrcs tablet etc

' THREE sparc I/O lines (logic) with GND/+SV
' Capslock/scrollock LED connector
' Turbo&cylock connectors
" i.5k user data permanently storeable in EEPROIv{

A!! this on a professionatr board about twice the size of
thc E049 co-processor it neplaees

Cost (i ncluding manuallsoftware) f,90 (L92 / [87 I d90)
IBM AT LIK layout Keyboard ......922 {t24/t231{27}
Serial rnouse S,11 (€13/t12l914)
CapsiocVscrollock LED Cl {€1.50/€1iri.50)
Keyboarul or n'lous€ lead............. S,3 (€3 50itll€3.50)
i{igh speed serial (ser3) lead..... f4 {d4 50/t4l94.-t0)

Mcrrncs available for €25 (L261L24/t27) {wking scrtr/Z
and independen! input, dcbounced keyboard & keyclick)

suDerHerrnes LITE
All improved Hermes features (sce supcrHcrmes)
plus an mL,f AT keyboard interfaee oniy. First entry
superHeffn€s, & upgradeable to full superHennes .

Cost (inctr keyboard lead)." 053 (r,55.50#,5{/f.53.50)

(specify whether in-line or pancl mounled lead)

TzC INTFR.F'ACES
Connects to Minerr'a and any Fhilips trtC bus

power Driver Lntettrace Similar to parallel below ( i6 I/o
logic iines) except tlnt t2 logic iines can bc uscd to control I
current carrying outputs (sou:ce and sink capable)
2 amp (for 8 rclays, small motors) ...f"40 ({,43/L381t44)
4 amp total (for motors etc).............943 {$,48/L43/{.30)
&elayl (Eight boxed 3 amp lzv 2-way marns rclays
connectrng to 2 amp power dnver..... ......925 iL28/t23/L27)
Pafallel Inlgrfagg Gives 16 input/cutput lines Can be

uscd wherever logic signals are required.. f25 {L28/t231d27)

An4loque I4telfaee Gives eight 8 bit aaalogue to digital
inputs (.ADC) and two 8 bit digital to analogue outputs
(DAC). Used lor temperature mes.surements, sound sampling
(to 5 Kltz), ly plotting...... s3{} {f,3} 50/t29lf.30)

Tenqp_prqbe (400c to +l25oc)...... . gl$ (€10 50/f 10/tl I )

Connector for four temp probes.....,. SIS (il0.501{10/tl I )

Data shects.... ..... n (f,2.541ilf.3)

fl}X, SPARES

Keyboard membrane...... ....... *,1 ? (f.l 2. 50 I {,\2/ 813 .50}
1377 PAL...... &3 (€3.s0/f3l€4)
Circuit diagrams....... . .. g3 (f3 -50i93l[4)
68008 cpu or 8049 IPC..................98 (€8.50/€7.50/d9)
830i/8302 or JM ROM s€t .........€tr0 {t10.501t10/€l l)
Serial lead .. ........$.1S ({11.50/r} 1/rl2)
Porver supply (sea mail overseas).,...$ 12 ({.\7 I f'16/ LZI)
C)ther comoonents (sockets etc) also available

Minenva
The ORICiNAL system operating system upgrade

MINERVA RTC (MKII) + battery for 256 tryes ram.

CRASIIPROOF ciock & IzC bus for interfacing. Can
autoboot frorn battcry backed ram. Quick stan-up.

OTI-{ER FEATURES COMMON TO ALL VER.SIONS

DEBUGGED opcrating systcm./ autoboot on rcsct ol powcr
failurc/ Multiple Basic/ laster scheduler- graphrcs (within
10Yo of lightning) - strlng hand[ngl WHEN ERROR/ 2nd
screenl TRACH/ non-[ngiish keyboard dnvcrV "warm"
f'ast reste Vl.97 with spiil OUTPTIT baud rates (+ Hermes)
& built in Multibasrc. l.98 now out supporting Qshang.

F'irst upgrade iree. Otherwise send t3 (+t5 for manual
if requd). Send disk plus SAE or two iRCs.

MKr... f,40 (f.4 r / 840 / {.43) MKn".. f,5 5 (t66 I 563 I {,67 )

OBBS Bul{etin Eoand
LlKs finst QL scrolling bullctin boand

Megaby'tes of files. Messages toifrorn UK,Belgium/
Hol I and,rU S A,rI taly/Gerrnany

S134&890987 {up fo V34 2ES0S bps}

CO-MBULER Cr&ANE&9 {UK qelvr
All in standard 3-pin devices and are plug-in

NO WIRING REQ{.IIRED. In their rwelfth year of
production - as old as the Sinclair QL

Z.way adaptor..$tr4 3-way adapton". €{$
4-way trailing soc$cet..". f,?4

{}L REPAIRS ruJK onlv)
Fixed price for unmodified QLs, excl microdnves. QLs

tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software.

S?7 including 6 month guarante€

Prices include posiage and packing (.A,imail where opplicable). Prices are: UK (EC,/Eurepe outside OClReet of world} Psyhe nt by cheque dmwn on brnk with
UK addres, debit crrd/Martemrd/d.ccers/Eurerdlpostal order or C,ASH! (No Xurehequ*). Send SAE or IRC for full lirt and detaik

re 8{- Fodcy 7-



2 lt is iaster than Quicksort 1 in the sorting
routines article, but marginally slower than

Quicksort 2

3 It does not use up stack space and can,
therefore, sort very large arrays, of up to 32766
items on a Super Gold Card.

Line by line description,
100, The routine is called a Radix sori since

the root of the tree is a median value.
110:'ch' is lhe number of characters per word.

't'is the maximum number of words. 'pr'rs the
switch io turn printing on or off

210 to 240: sets up a randomly filled array for
ihe purposes of demonstration

260 to 340: this fills up a binary tree The
routine compares each string to nodes of the
tree lf the string is smaller it takes a left fork,
else a right fork. When it finds a free space,
then it makes a note in the node where the next
smaller and larger strings are to be found, frlling
the index

360 to 430: When the tree is fuii, the pointer
array is used. The whole tree is traversed from
the smallest string up to the largest one, and the
then sorted string is stored in 's$'

450 to 470: This calculates the tinne to fill the
tree, and then to sort using the index.

l-00 REMark RA.DIX-sort by S.Poole, v25jun97
1l-0 clr=4: t=j2766: pr=!
l-20 DrM s${t, ch) , tg(t, on) ,t%(t,3) ,wg(ch+l) ,xg(ch+1)
130 WINDOW l*80188,16,16: BORDER 0: CSIZE 1,0: PAPER 0: INK ?: OVER 1: CLS

r40 :

L50 a=-l-: b=l-: d=2: u=3: aa-CODE(tao): zz=CODE{tzt)
160 REPeat 1-oop

1-70 INPUT \rHow many words? : rlw$: w$='0'&w$
l-80 L$-t-l-: IF w$< 12' 0R w$>L$: NEXT loop: END IF
190 w=w$: wl-=w+1: DII| t"l(O,0),t%tt,3): t$(1)=rnnmnmnmnr: IF pr: PRINT
200 :

21A FOR f=2 T0 w1

22A w$=": POR j=1 T0 ch: r=RND(aa TO zz): w$=rs$&CHR$(r): END FOR j
230 t${f)=s$3 IF pr: PRINT w$&r ';
2/-0 END FOR f: d1=DATE

250 :

26A FOR f=2 T0 wl
270 w$=t$(f): p=1
280 REPeat q
290 x$=t$(p): z=(w$,x$): z=2+z: r=t%(p,z)
300 IF r: p=r; NEXT q: END IF
3L0 EXIT q

324 END REPeat q
na t%tp,z)=f: t%(r,u;=o
34A EIJD FOR f
354 :

360 n-0; p=1: ct=0; d2=DATE: IF pr: PRINT

374 REPeat q
380 1=11(p,d): tf (t,O): t%(p,d)=a: p:l: NEXT q: END IF
390 r=t%(p,u); IF (r= a): k=t%(p,b): t%{p,b)=a: psk: }fEXT q: END IF
tr00 IF (p.,'1'); ct.ct+l: sg(ct)=t$(p): IF pr: PRINT t$(p)&' ,;: END IF : END IF
410 n-n+1: IF n=wl-; EXIT q: END IF
420 IF r: t%(pru);a: p=r: NEXT q: ELSI t%(prr)=a: p=t%(p,b): END IF
4a END RnPeat q
lrlrA :

15A d3=d2-d1: d/+=DATE: d5=d4-d2: d6=d3+d5
/16A IF d6: d?-w/d6: ELSE d7=w: END IF
/,Ta pRrrrrr: pRrNT !rNT(d3) !rNT{d5) | trNT(d?) ! , words/sec,
480 END RnPeat loop
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Displny Code
Dilwyn Jones

This is a small suite of 9 basic extensions
written in assembler designed to help Super
BASIC or SBASIC programmers cope with
extended display modes on more recent hard
ware and Emulators such as Aurora, QPC and

QXL
Although extensions are built into SMSQ

allowing easy checking cf such details as

screen size and locairon in memory, programs

using those extensions are limited to running on
systems with SMSQ and SBASIC

These extensions will work on SMSQ and

QDOS, providing a means of consistently retur-
ning the required information, allowing pr0grams
a means of working on all systems, Graphical
applications of ten need to wnte direct to
memory or at least to know the screen size and
location detarls. That's the sort of inforrnation
this code will allow you to extract from the
^, "-+^-5y5rulrr.

Over the years, many programs were written
which were later found not to work on displays
other than the original 512x256 QL screen. The
forward thinking designers of the QL had

actually allowed for the possibility of larger
screen sizes by including rnformation in the
system which was available to machine code
programs, but not to SuperBASlC programmers
As the information about this was not readily

documented and available or widely understood
in those early days, many programs just

assumed the original QL display and hence
could not work properly when the size and
location of the screen memory changed I

know I wrote such programs myselfl This set of
extensions won't fix those early programs of
course, but does give a simple means of
extracting this information for SuperBASlC and
SBASIC programmers so ihat new programs at
least won't be guilty of the same sins. To be fair
with the benefit of hindsight it is easy to refer lo
ihose old programs as being sinful, though at

the tirne the necessary informaticn was neither
readrly accessible nor widely understood

The file was on issue 2's cover disk look for
DISPLAY-CDE You can simply

LRESPR FLPI-DISPLAY_CDE
if Toolkit 2's LRFSPR command is available

{remember it may glve a 'not complete' error if
there are any jobs running at the time), or add

this to your boot prolrdil:
base=RESpR ( lqa) :

TBYTES FLPI-DISPLAY-CDE, base ;

CALL base
I hope that the names I have given the exten-

sions don't clash with anything you already
have installed on your system. ll there is a clash,
you'll need io either hack the narnes of the
extensions in DISPLAY-CDE using your pre

terred editor or reassemble the source code file
DISPLAY*ASM after altering the names in the
dc.b statements in the table.

There are eight functions and one procedure'

ADDRESS
LET adr = ADDRESS(*channel)

This function returns the base address of the
display for the given window channel Normally
you'd use s0 For a 512x256 Norrnally, you'd

only need this value if you were wnting pro

grams which wrote directly to the screen area,

e g. using LBYTES to load a screen direct to the
video area of memory, using a command such
d5

LBYTES filenane, ADDRESS(#0)

assuming the screen being loaded was the
same size as the current display.

BYTES
LET bytes*per _line = BYTES(#chan nel)

The display is organised as a series of hori
zontal lines, with each line being a given number
of bytes wide. ln several display sizes, the exact
width of these lines in bytes happens to be the
number of pixels DIV 4, but this is a dangerous
assumption to make-many programs made this
assumption and fell over when the Aurora came
along, as some of its display modes use a fixed
line width, irrespective of the number of pixels
on a line, meaning that some ol the bytes used
tc store each iine are actually unused. So if you
are writing rndividual lines to the screen, as you
would for video effects for example, you need
to take account of how many bytes there are
between the start of one line and the next.
That's the purpose of this function - it tells you

how many bytes lie between where one line

starts and the next line starts. Users of version
JM or earlier ROMs should note that this infor
mation is not available, as the area which holds
this value is used for something else, s0 a ver
sion JM rnachine always assumes it has a 128

byte line width
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D,\ACDE
LET display*mode = DMODE

Returns the mode nurnber of the current
display This would usually be 0 for the 4 colour
modes, and I for the 8 colour modes. As the
routine uses the mt.int system trap, it ought to
handle the extended colour mode drivers, or
monochrome modes on certain emulators iboth
cases untested at the time of writing). I arn not
sure what will happen if this function is used
while one of the old mixed mode screen
dispiays are used (there are exiensrons in

Quanta library I think which allow part of the

screen to be in MODI 4 and part in MODE 8, for
example)

5Y5*VAR
LET system*vars = SYS_VAR

Tells you at what address you can find the
system variables. Now you can PEEK and POKE
to your heart's content if you really need toll!

The FLIM-n extensions return information
about the maximum sizes or limits cf a screen
window size. As it uses the iopflim trap, it
means the information can't be extracted if this
is not implemented on your system. But I think
l'm right in assuming that if iopflim is not on the
system for whatever reason, the system can't
use extended displays anyhow lf it can'i get the
required information, it assumes you're running a

512x256 QL screen rather than unhelpfully cau-
sing an error report. lf you supply a primary
channel window the values returned will be the
maximum possible size for that window {essen-
tially the full display width and height), whereas
if you supply a secondary channel number the
values returned refere to the outline area for the
primary. lt you don't know what this means,

supply the lowest window channel number
opened, e g r0 for BASIC The first two exten-
sions return origin details, whereas the other
two return the width and height details

F"LIM-X
LFT x_oriEin = FLIM_X(+channel)

FLIJ\/l-Y
LET y_origin = FLIM_Y(*channel)

FLIM-\}Y
LET wide = FLIM_W(*channel)

FLfM_l-{
LET high = FLIM_Fi(+channcl)

MOVEM EM f rom_ad d ress, to_a dd ress,

number_of_bytes
This procedure lets you move the content of

memory around. Simply tell it where to move
from, where to move it to, and how many bytes.
Negative values will cause errors. There is no

check 0n overlaps etc. so with care you can
use ihis to fill mernory areas by writing the {irst

byte value with a POKE for example, then
moving this up to fill the required number of

bytes. lt always moves from lower addresses
f irst there is nothing particularly intelligent

about this command in terms of working out the
best way to move things, lt is quite slow by

comparison with similar commands in other
toolkits

Exarnples of Use
It may be more instructive to list a few simple

examples of how to use these extensions for
simple applications Note that they use the
Toolkit 2 extensions ALCHP and RTCHP for
allocating and deallocating temporary buf ter
areas in the common heap area of memory.

[/ost systems these days have troolkit 2 or
equivalont commands so this should not be a

problem

1. FULL SCREEN WINDO\(/
This routine shows you how to set a window

to occupy the full screen, or the full outline area
available to it if it is a secondary window. To

make channel u0 occupy the full area of the
screen, enter the command FULL-SCREEN n0.

lf you tried the same thing on channel fi2 on a
VGA display, for example, tl would be set to
the maximum possible area as covered by the
outline for the primary channel, in this case, 110,

which would normally cover n0 and *1 and u2

in BASIC
The procedure leaves the actual values in the

variables dw and dh (width and height) and dx
and dy (origin co-ordinates) Note that this
routine doesn't actually do anything vislbly, you
may need to do a CLS command on the
channel concerned, for example, to see its
eff ect,

2. STORE A SCREEN IN MEMORY
This routine sets up an area in the common

heap to store a copy of the current screen, The
address of this area is given by the variable
'area". We work out the start address of where
to copy from the screen using the ADDRTSS
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function, and the total number of bytes to copy
is calculaled by the product of the number of
bytes per line igiven by the BYTES function)
and the height of the screen (given by the
FLIM-H function) Note that when using 512x256
mode on the Aurora, {or example, this routine
will save the whole memory used for the
screen not just the visible area, as Aurora uses
a fixed line length unrelated to the actual
number of pixels used on the current display
meanrng that although you only see 5i2 pixels
across, tor example the line used to hold this
diplay is 1024 bytes wide, but only 512 used and
visible, so the calculation is not as obvious as
rnight be thought at first A typical application of
this little routine might be to stcre a graphical
screen in memory while a rnenu is

superimposed on the picture. The variable
'screen-length" holds the actual length (in bytes)
of the screen saved.

3. RESTORE A SCRFEN FROAA MEMORY
This routine restores the screen saved by the

previous procedure, and releases the rnernory
area used io store it, by using the RFCHP

command frm Toolkit 2.

4" MERGE SCREE|\
There is a large number of clipart screens

available for the QL mostly as 512x256 QL
screens ln the old days, when each QL had the
same size screen, rt was easy enough to load
these direct io the screen with a simple

TBYTES fi-lename, I37A72
command, Not only doesn't this work on

modern large displays, rt might actually crash
the systern in some cases, since the area of
mernory previously used by the screen rnay
now be used by something else. This routine
tackles this problem by loading the 32k
(512x256 pixels) screens into a buffer area in

the comrnon heap, then copies it line by line into
ihe top left corner of the display. Note how two
variables are used to keep track of where each
line starts With old 512x256 screens, we know
they are 128 bytes wide, so it is easy enough to
step through them 128 bytes at a time The
other variable is incremented by the wrdth of
each display line, given by the BYTTS function,
Of course, writing direct to the screen is not the
done thing, and the picture may well be ruined if

another job is writing to the screen at the same
timel Finally when the transfer is complete, the
heap mernory rs released with the RTCHP
command.

0L ladop

4. FILL MEMORY
A task which arises now and again in

programming is to fill a given area of memory
with a particular value. This routine takes advan-
tage of how the MOVEMEM comrnand works
The comrnand should be issued in this form:
FILI-IffiM start-address, how--rnany-bytes,
what-value

The routine works by setting the first byte of
the area to be filled, using the POKI command
Then, it copies this up one byte with ihe
NIOVEMENI command, which repeatedly copies
each byte up one address, thus the byle copied
is always the value of the previous byte and the
area is filled with the value of the first byte fairly
quickly.

Another example' if you wished to turn the
entire display black, then you could issue the
following command, This is quite a naughty way
of doing things, but it serves to rllustrate how
the command works,

FrLLlmM A-DDRESS(#0), ByrES (#O) xp111r_t
(#o) , o

5. SYSTEM_VALUE
This routine reads a value from the system

variables. You don'i need to supply the absolute
address, just the offset as published in several

QL technical manuals. The routine adds the
offset to the base address, peeks a value from
there and returns it as the value of the function,

LxT value = SYSTx!{.-Vllur(offset)
For example,
PRINT SYSTEI\,I"_VAI,UE (T4O)
prints the value of the auto repeat delay, while
PRINT SYSTEM_VALUE ( 5' )
prints the network station number

6. SET MODE
Some programs which need to switch bet

ween 4 colour and B colour mode ofien set the
screen mode (causing an irritating flashing) even
if the screen was already in the required mode,
A short routine like this can check the currenl
mode and only change it if it is the wrong mode,
thus preventing the flashing of windows you get
when changing mode to the same mode

The following pages contain the BASIC listing,

the Assembler source - and don't forget, you
already had the ready to-LRFSPR extension on

the cover disk of the previous issuel
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The tsASlC-Listing

100 REMark exaurple routines for use with DISPLAY*CDE
l-10 REMark wrj-tten by Dilwyn Jones, June l-997
L2A :

1000 DEFj-ne PRO0edure FULI-SCRXEN {ehannel)
1010 dw = FLIM-W(#channet) : dh = FLII{-J{(#channet)
i-.02A dx = FLIK-X{#channel) : dy ' Fll|t-Y{#channel)
i-030 WINDOW #channelrdtorrdhrdxrdY
1O4O ETID DEF1NC FULI-SCREEN
1050 :

1060 DEFine PROCedure STORX-i-SCREEN
10?0 screen*length . BYTES(#0)*FLIM*H{#0)
1080 area - ALCHP(screen*length)
1090 IF area ( 0 THEN PRINT #0rtUnable to reserve memory"r : RETurn
1100 MOVEMEM ADDRESS(#O) T0 area, sereen--length
111-0 END DEFine STORLASCREEN
112n .

1130 DEFi-ne PRO0edure RESTORE-j*SCREEN
1l-40 IF area ) 0 TIIEN
LLSA MOVEMEM area TO ADDRESS(#0), screen-length
]-1-60 END IF
1l-70 RECHF area
1-l-80 END DEFine RESTORtr-A-SCREEN
1190 ;

1200 DEFi.ne PROCedure IvIERGS-SCREEN (fifename$)
l-21-0 REMark merges a 32K 5L2x256 screen onto the top 1-eft corner of a larger
display
1228 area = ALCHP (SZr'e1
I23A IF area { 0 THEN PRINT #0rtUnable to al-locate nemory.t : RETurn
L24a LBYTES filename$rare&
L25A froin-address ; area
l-260 to_address ' ADDRESS(#O)
t27A FOR a = 1, TO 256
l-280 MOVEMEM froruaddress T0 to-addressrl28
L29CI froruaddress = froruaddress + l-28
1300 to-address = to-address + BYTE$(#O)
:--3LA END FOR a
L32A RECHP area : REMark finished with it
1330 END DEFine MERGE SCREEN

134A :

1350 DEFine PR0Cedure FILL-MEM (addr,no-of-bytes,byte*value)
L36A POIG addr,byte*va1ue
I37A MOVEMEM addr T0 addr*lrno-of-bytes-1
l-380 END DEFine FTLI*MEM
1390 :

l-400 DEFine FuNction SYSTEIt*VALUE (what-offset)
1410 RETurn PEEK{SYs*VAR+what-offset}
].4-20 END DEFiNC SYSTEM*VAL{IE
i-430 :

f.i'l'O DXFine PR0Cedure SET-MODE (mode--number)
1/+5A IF DMODE ( ) node-number THEN MODE mode--rrumber
]-460 END DEF1NC SET_MODE

We try to keep the size of listings in the magazine as small as possible. As the display handling has

become ons of the most important issues and we already had a number of enquiries from machine

code prograrnmers, we give the assembler source here as well - in smaller print. We hope this is an

acceptable compromise between non-machine-code programmers {small size) and machine-code
programmers {it is included, even if it is small).
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x Display Extensions V1.00
x Qliberator directi.ve $$asnb=flpldisplay-cde,0,10

x link into basie as extensi.ons
lea exts,al ;point to list of extensions
moYe.w $110,a2 ;bp.initjmp (a2) ;1ink extensions

* list of extension narnes and definitions
exts de.w L ;just one procedure

dc. r,r movemem-* ; location
dc.b T,rMOUflfEMr ;nene
dc.w 0 ;encl of procedures list

de.w B ;8 functions
t- .. ^rl^^-^ M -1-^^+i^- ^n AnnDFccuu.w duulcD$-^ ,Ivv4UIUMt uultluD
dc"b 7, IADDRESS' ;name of function
dc.r+ bytes-x ;location of EYTBS
dc.b 5, TBYTEST ;nane of funetion
dc.w dmode-x ;location of DMODE

dc.b 5, iDMODE| ;nane of function
dc.w sys-var-x ;location of SYS*VAR
dc.b 7, |SYS-VARi ;nane of function
dc.ur flim--r-x ;location of FLIILX
dc.b 6, 'FLfX-X'rO ;name of function
dc"w flin*y-x ;l-ocation of FLIM-Y
dc.b 6,tFLIM-Y',0 ;name of function
dc. rni flin*w*x i location of FLIM.-U
dc.b 6, TFLIM-II'r0 ;nane of function
de.w flim-J:t-x ;location of FLIM-H
dc.b 6r'FLI}"1-X'r0 ;nane of function
dc.w 0 ;end of function definitions list

N eode for tbe M0VEMEM procedure
x M0VSII0M froruaddressrto_address,bytes
movemem nove.w $118,a2 ;ea"gt1in to fetch long integers

jsr (a2) ;try to feteh J long integers
bne return ;oops
subq.w #3,d3 ;J pararneters?
bne badparax ;oops

xcheck paraneter values that addresses and bytes are positive
tst.1 0(a6,a1"1) isource address
blt badparan ; fuvalid negative address?
move.l 0(a6,a1.1)ra2 ;source address into a2
tst.1 4(a6,a1.1) ;destinatlon adclress
blt badparam ; invalid negative adilress
move.1 4(a6,aL.L),a3 ;destination address into a3
tst.1 8(a6,a1.1) ;number of bybes
beq"s mvedone ;zero bytes, dontt do anything
blt badparan ; invalid negative number of bytes
nove.l 8(a6,al.1),dl ;nunber of bytes to be noved

movelop move.b (a2)+,(a3)+ ;strift a byte
subq.l #L,dL ;count the bybes
bne.s movelop ;keep going until all done

nvedone noveq #0,d0 ;n0 errcr report
rts ;return to basic

x LET adr = ADDRESS(#channel)
* yeturns base address for given screen channel
address move"w $1L8,a2 ;ca"gtlinjsr (a2) ;fetch 1 parameter

bne return ;oops...
subq.r,r #Lrd3 ;1 pararneter?
bne badpararu ioops...x fine, rrre bave one paraneter on the stack, so for any

x further errors, we can return a suitable negative number
x instead of an error report
x all tbe functions use d7 to indicate how many b;rbes more are
x required on top of any parameters a1-ready on the RI stack (the
x channel nurnber is a l+ byte va1ue, so the norm is 2 extra bJrtes
x needed to return a 6 byte float value)

moveq #2,d7 i2 extra bytes will be needed
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nove.1 0(a6ra1.1),d0 ;get cbannel number to d0
b:ni retfpl ;return ttre negati.ve d0 value
bsr ctran2id ;convert d0 channel# to lD in a0
bmi retfpl ;oops, return the negative number

moveq #9,d0 ;prepare to use the channel

moveq #$32,dL ;sd"scrb offset within definition block
lnoveq #-L,d3 ; infini.te tinout
lea.l extop*l,aZ ;the routine to be invoked by sd.extop
trap #3 ;use sd.extop to call the routine

x dL now contains tbe value required (sereen base address)
move.l d1,d0 ;put required value in d0 for retfp
bra retfpl ;ancl return it

x this routine is invoked fron scl.extop to fetch a value indexed by d1
x from the base of the defiaition block in a0
x (Tlank you Norman Dunbar for ori-ginal1y showing me how to use
x sd.extop)
extop-l move"1 0(a0,dl.w),dl- ;fetch long value required

moveq #0rd0 ;easure no ernor
rts ;and go back to cal1er

extop-w rnove.w 0(a0,d1.w),dL ;fetch word value required
moveq #0rd0 ;ensure no error
rts ; and go back to cal-ler

x LET bytes-per*line = BYTES(#channel)
* returns display width for given screen channel
x AH/"IM roms (qnoS t.O3 or earlier) will return wrong result
* so return fixecl value of l-28 for tbese roms
bytes nove"w $11Bra2 ;ea.gtlin

jsr (a2) ;fetch 1 paraneter
bne return ;oops
subq.w #1rd3 ;1 paraneter?
bne badparan ;oopsx fine, we bave one pararneter on tbe stack, so for any furtber errors

x rrre can return a suitable negative nulber instead of an error report

x all the functions use d7 to indicate how many bytes more are required
x on top of any parameters already on the RI stack (the channel number
x is a 4 Oyte value, so the norn is 2 ext'ra bytes neecled to return a
x 6 byte float value)

rnoveq #2,d7 ;2 extra bytes wil be needed
move.1 0(a6,a1.1),d0 ;get channel number into d0
bmi retfpl ;return tbe negative d0 value
bsr chan2id ;convert ctrannel# i.n d0 to ID in a0
bmi retfp3" ;oops, return the negative number

x at this point:
x A0=channel ID A1=RI ptr d7=extra RI stack bytes wanted

x Thanks to Ralf Rekoendt for this tip originally
x test if AH or JM ron (QDoS 1"03 or lower) and if so, return 1-28
x tbe only value supported by tbese rom versions (fixed line width of
x 128 bytes wide only)
x need to preserve channel ID in a0, which is smasbed by mt"inf

move"l a0,d6 ;save channel id which was in a0
moveq #0,d0 ;ca11 mt.inf to get system information
trap #1 ;ca1l nt.inf
nove"l d6ra0 ;return channel ID to a0

x d2.1 now contains the ASCll versi-on number (r.t*)
* renove the decimal point to make things easier
x as some national ROM versions contain a letter code rather thanrt.n

nove.1 #L28,d0 ;in case it's an AHIJM rom...
and.l #$f'F0OFFFFrd2 ;renove r.l
cnpi.1 #$3L003034rd2 ;r=1"04? <li1'rr.nu1)( ttorr){ rt4tr)

bcs retfpl ;no, return 128

x prepare to fetch info fron definition bloek
rnoveq #9rd0 ;prepare to use the ehan:rel
noveq #fi64,dL ;offset in chan def block for sd.linel
moveq #-L,d3 ; infinite tj.neout
lea.1 extop*wraZ ;tbe routine to be called by sd.extop
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trap #3 iinvoke sd.extop
x d1 noT^r contains the value required (screen base)

ext.1 dl ;stretch to long rnrord

nove.l d1rd0 ;put required value in d0 for retfp
bra retfpl ;and return it

x LET mde - DMODE
it no paraneters in the basic call; return 0 or B for rnode number
dnode nove.l a5,d0 ;pointer to last paraneter

sub.l aJrd0 ;subtract pointer to pararneter 1
Isr.l #3,d0 ;bytes DIV 8 = number of parameters
bne badparan ;oops, sil1y boy
moveq #$10, d0 ;mt. dmode
move.b #*1rd1 ;READ mode
nove.b #-L,d2 ;READ display (incidental here)
trap #t

't d1.b=dlsplay mode number
moveq.L #6,d7 ;5 bytes needed on stack to retn float
c1r.1 d0 ;empty top J bytes
move.b d1rd0 ;uode number for conversion to fp
bra retfp ;send it baek to basic

:t LET sys*variables = SYS*VAR
sys_var move.l a5,d0 ;pointer to l-ast pararneter

sub.1 aJ,d0 ;subtract pointer to Lst paraneter
Isr.l #3,d0 ;nunber of parameters (8 byteslparan)O
bne badparam ;oops
moveq.l #0,d0 ;mt.inf
trap #1, ; call mt. inf

x returns d2.1 = QDOS ASCII version number n.nn
x and a0 = pointer to system variables

move"l a0,d0 isystem variables to d0
moveq.L #6,d7 ;space needed
bra.s retfp ;return it to basic

x the iop.flin based calls follow
x LET w=FllM-Lr(#channel) LET h=FllM-,H(#charmel)
r( LET x=Flllt-X{#ehannel) LET y=Ftl}t*Y(#eharurel)
x routines need a 4 Uyte storage area required by iop"flirn for
* widthrheightrx,y
store ds. r.r l,
fliruw move.w #5L2,d5 ;default width

moveq.l #0,d6 ;offset of width value fron itstorett
bra.s flin ;branch to common part of routine

flin-h move.w #256,d5 ;default height
moveq.L #2,d6 ;offset of height value from I'storefi
bra.s flim ;branch to couunon part of routine

flirir--x move.w #A,d5 ;default x
moveq.l #4rd6 ;offset of x value fron ttstoreil
bra.s flim ;branch to eonmon part of routine

flirng move.w #A,d,5 ; default y
moveq.L #6rd6 ;offset of y value from rrstoret'

* comnon routine, with pre-assigned values in d5+d6
flin move.w $11-8,a2 ;ca.gt1injsr (a2) ;fetcb 1 parameter

bne. s return ; oops !

subq"w #1rd3 ;1 paraneter
bne.s badparam ;oops!* we now have the ehannel number on the stack
moveq.l #2,d7 ;2 more bytes will be needecl
move.l 0(a6,a1.1),d0 ;get channel nunber to d0
bni.s retfpl ;if negative, return as function value
bsr chan2id ;channel # to ID in a0
bmi.s retfpl ;oops,return the -ve number as fn value

moveq #-L,d3 ;timeout
clr.l d2 ;has to be zero
nove.1 a1,$58(a6) ;store RI stack pointer
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1ea.1 store,al ;point to B byte area
moveq #$6C, d0 ; iop. flim
trap #3
move.1 $58(a6),a1 ;recover RI stack pointer
tst.rc d0 ;was there any error?
beq.s noerr ;no, fetch value from store to return

x since iop.flim appears not to exist, wetll assume a 5L2x256 display
move.w d5,d0 ;the default value for this function
bra.s extnd ;and return that default value

x fetcb values for return
noerr lea.1 storera2 ;point to four word store area

move.w 0(a2,d6.1),d0 ;fetch value
extnd ext.1 d0 ;convert to long word

bra.s retfpl lreturn as floating point value
x util-ity routines shared by functions
badparan moveq #-J-5,d0 ;err.bp
return rts ;go back to basic with d0 emor report
notopen noveq #-6rd0 ;err.no

r+dI UD

N eonvert and return long word in d0 into a floating point number ancl
* return (used r+ith permission of Simon N. Goodwin) "x d7"r^r contains no. of extra bytes required on RI stack over and above

'r wbatrs on the RI stack paraneters
retfpl- move.l a1,$58(a6) ;store EI staek pointer if relevant
retfp move.w d0,d1 ;dJ- will be exponent

move.l d0,d2 ;d2 will be mantissa
beq"s normalised ;zero is a trivial case
move.w #2A79,dL ;first guess at exponent
add.l d0,d0 ;already norrnalised?
bvs. s normalised
subq.w #L,dL ;no, halve exponent wei.glrt
move.l d0,d2 ;double mantissa to matcb
moveq #16,d3 ;try a 16 bit shift

nornalise nove.l d2,d0 ;take copy of mantissa
asl.1 d3,d0 ;shift mantissa dJ places
bvs.s too*far ;overflow - must shi.ft less
sub.w d3,d1 ;correct exponent for shift
nove.l d0rd2 ;new nantissa is more norrnal

too-far asr.w #1,d3 ;halve shift distance
bne.s normalise ;try shift of 8,4,2 anil 1

* is extra space required on RI stack? d7 holds number of bybes
x needed over and above existi-ng parameter space
x need to store anything inportant not preserved by bv.chrix eall
norrnalised movem.l d1-d2,-{a7) ;store exponent/nantissa

tst"l d7 ;if non-zerrc, create more space
beq.s enough ;no more needed
move"L dTrdl ;no. of extra bytes needed
move.w $11A,a0 ;bv.cbri-x veetor
jsr (a0) ;do it
move.1 $58(a6),ar irecover ri pointer
sub.w d7,aL ;adjust by no. of bytes
move.l a1,$58(a5) ;additional bytes pointed to now

enough novefiI.1 (a?)+,d1-d2 ;recover exponent/mantissa
move.1 d2r2(a1ra6.1) ;stack nantissa
move.w dLr0(a1,a6.1) ;stack expoaent
noveq #zrd/r ;signal FP result
moveq #0,d0 ;no errors PLEASE!
,+^T UD

x subroutine to convert channel # in d0 to 4*byte channel ID in a0
ct:an2id tst.l d0 l can't be negative

bmi.s retfu1 ;oops, was negative...
mulu #$28,d0 ;convert into ehannel table offset
add.l $30(a6),OO ;add start of table
cmP.1 g3z+(a6),d0 ;past end of table?
bge.s notopen ;yes, channel not open
novea,l 0(a6,d0.1),a0 ;no*get ID into a0.1
tst.1 0{a6,d0.1) ;is c}rannel open?
bmi.s notopen ;no, return err.no
moveq #0,d0 ;yes, return 0K eode
rts ;and exit

w e& QL lodopo rc
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QPe - My Hxpariemees
Nornran Dunbar

I am sure that you have all read about QPC in

this magazine and in Quanta Thls is another
article about it, but don't worry, this is not one of
ihcse 'l have QPC and it runs at xyz miles per
hour and it does everything I want it to and it is
great and why don't you buy it ?' articles, This

one is one man's experience cf installing and
rrsino OPC nver a number of months. lt doesvJil 16 q'

not have any benchmarks in it to say how fast it
works or anything like that so if that's what you
are hoping tor; you are about to be slightly
disappointed

Way back in September 1996, I received a

package in the post from Dilwyn JonesiJochen
Merz. The envelope contained a manual and a
disc for QPC -the QDOS emulator for a PC As
a QXL user I was very interested to see exactly
how this software performed and how well it
matched up to a 'real' emulaior using a 68040
r^hin

I must admit ihat I have not been using QPC
constantly since then as it lurned out, QPC had

a few problems with Windoze 95 and would not
install or run. I informed Dilwyn of the problern

and he advised me that some other users were
having similar problems while others were
having no problems at all - lust my luck.
A few months went by and another disc

arrived wrth a single sheet of A4 paper This
was an upgrade t0 QPC, version 2.81 of
SMSQIE and a new set of rnstructions on
installing rnto Windoze 95. The instructlons had

been dramatically reduced and even better
simplified to such an extent that even a

complete ncvice could have installed the
software - assuming that Windoze 95 hadn't
made them give up firstl

A very strange thing was noticed about the
QPC disc it is protected This came as a bit of
a surprise as QL software has been unprotec-
ted for many years now, although this was not
always the case - anyone remember Lenslock
or having the original microdrive in MDVI-? (ln

fact, does anyone remember microdrives for
that rnatter?) Mind you, this is PC sottware, not
QLI

The protection is such that you must install
from the original disc, but you can only install
twice. This means that you can have it on your
home PC and again at work if your boss
allows it of course (mine does not). lf Vou want
to rernove QPC from your PC and install it on

another one, you must use the master disc
again and uninstall it flrst. There is obviously a

counter somewhere on the master disc which
records how ofien it has been installed and
unrnstalled so that you can only ever have 2

copies maximum. I personally am not sure about
this, bul it is up to the author of the software

This can cause probiems, as the manual
points out very clearly. For example, never
attempt to remove QPC without using the
deinstaller or you will lose one of your two
'installatrons'. Never change the QPC directory
0n your hard disc without first deinstallrng from
the current one, and reinstalling to the new 0ne.
Never update the SMSQI.BIN lile as this must
be installed from the master disk, so if a new
release of SMSQE.BIN is obtained you have to
deinstall, copy the update onto the floppy then
reinstall.

The software can of course be run from the
master disc without having to install it on your
PC's hard disc. I have not tried this method of
operation.

QPC comes 0n a PC forrnat disc, not a QL
formai. This is obvious when you think about it
as the PC would not be able to understand the
QL dlsc format. QPC is, after all, a PC program
There is a copy of Tony Tebby's Config utility on
the floppy tit is not the sarne; wriflen bV
Marcetr, if jusf DOES fhe same - EditorJ, this has
been converted io PC format so that it runs
directly on the PC and can therefore be used to
configure the QPC files without having to copy
them onto a QL disc first, configure them and
finally copy them back to the original disc.

QPC allows you to configure the SMSQE.BIN
lile using the supplied Config program The
following parts are configurable.

- Display size - you are offered a choice of
QL 512 by 256, EGA 640 by 350, VGA 640 by
480, SVGA 800 by 600 Or VESA - whatever
that is.

- VESA X, VESA Y MAX X and MAX Y
options allow you to define a 'cuslom' screen
size. I don't think I have a VFSA graphics card
and I don't care I I use EGA as this gives the
best resulis on my monitor

- Memory size - you specify how much of the
PC's rnemory QPC will use. As QPC takes over
the whole PC, you are as well to give it the
maximum available. lf you give it a number
higher that the available memory it will use what
it finds. The values range from 1 to 16 and are in

megabytes, The default seems to be 4 rneg.
- Boot device - this option lets you specify

which device QPC will boot from once running
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as a QL, not when run from the PC. You may
specify 'none which will cause it to boot from
some other device that you specify next, or
'flpl' or'ilp2' as required.

- Boot device if 'none' - allows you to select
which hard drive from 1 to B QPC will use as its
default device. Once again, this is as a QL.

- PAR printer port allows you to ehoose
'none'or 'LPT1 as your parallel printer port.
- SER1 serial port allows you lo select

which of the PC's com ports is to be used as

serl This is to avoid conflicts with PC mouse
devrces. You also select the IRQ to be used
with the port

- SER2 serial port this is as per the above
for SFRl

- Country code - SMSQ/E allows the use of
country specif ic err0r messages etc. This
option lets you choose your country,

- SVGA mode nurnber SVGA allows 800 by
600 graphic screens. The mode number was
never standardised so some graphics cards on
the PC may use a different number to the
'almost standard' 106. You will need to check
with your graphrcs card manual to get the
correct setting.

- Filename tor WNNx Allows you to specify a
PC filename for each of the QL hard drives that
you want to use The QXL uses a single tile

called QXLWIN on each of the PC's hard drives
so wini- ts C,\QXLWIN, win2* is D,\QXLWIN and
so on. QPC allows you to have up to 8 win
devices and they can be positioned anywhere
on your PC. You could in fact have them all on
the same hard disc They default to QXL-WIN
on drives C' through J:.

There is also an option to contigure the CD
audio driver I haven't changed this.

Having configured your own options, you are
ready to roll. But, what if you are not sure about
which options to use? Have no fear QPC allows
you to use the command line to select your
devices etc and thus you can experiment until
you figure out the options you need prior to
going through the 'test, configure, retest, con-
figure ' loop Any values that you don't specify
on the command line will be taken from the
Config block as norrnal This is, I think, an excel
lent method of starting a QL program and
should really be adopted as a 'standard' in the
future. tThis is what we do already; OD
OSpread etc. can be configured AND yau can
pass parameters via command string. lf a
parameter is nol given ln fhe cornmand string,
fhe configured defaulf is used ofherwise fhe
cornnrand sfring oyerwriles the default - Fditorl
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Anyway, the upgrade was installed it went in

first time using the new rnstructions and was
fired up for the first time configured exactly as it
had arrived. Everything seemed to be in order;
but when QPAC2 tried to load, I noticed the first
problem

My boot file on the QXL-WIN file on the PC's
C'\ drtve ie, the QXL's WlNl- drive, was
attempting to load PTR-GEN, WMAN and
HOTKIY 2 and it appears that these are built in
to QPC in SMSQ/E As QPC detected and used
the same 'hard drive' as the QXL had been
using, it used lhe same boot tile and gol slightly
confused. Typing 'CONTINUE' at the prompt got
the system up and running. All my normal stuff
was loaded - not as much as I have seen rn

some boot files {Hi Jochen!) but sufficient for
my development needs.

Right then, I thoughl, let's get some work
done. At this point my second problem was
discovered. No mousel The rnouse on the desk
moved around with no problems whatsoevel
the pointer on the screen stayed resolutely in

one place and seemed to regard moving around
on the screen as well beneath itself. Not a major
problem but one to drive me mad. Lets check
the manual again.

The manual gives details of how to set up a
'special' MSDOS session s0 that QPC can be
run lrom within Windoze. This allows QPC to
take over the entire PC and most of its memory

you tell it how much memory to use and how
to load the mouse driver software. Being a QPC
(and to a large extent, Windoze 95) novice, I had

blindly typed in exactly what the manual had
said. A quick perusal of the commands and a
quick 'explore' of the PC's hard drive led me to
conclude that I was not loading the mouse
driver from where the mouse driver lived!

Back in Windoze, a quick edit and we were
loading from ihe correct place Reboot QPC and
the mouse driver was found and loaded ii
even tells you on the screen, i{ you read it that
isl Press any key to continue (or ESC to aban-
don) and we were back into QPC and problem 1

arose again. 'CONTINUE' was typed, and otf we
go, QPAC loaded along with all the other stuff
and problem 2 arose again - still no mouse!

Back to MSDOS and we do the usual com'
mand 'MOUSI l?' to get help on how the
mouse works, lt can be configured for lots ot
different settings - so, still in MSDOS, I try a few
All to no avail, the mouse will not work in

MSDOS mode at all, so it is hardly surprising
that it doesn't work in QPC No problem, I just

use the cursor keys. I still have not got the
mouse working outside Windoze.



At this point, where I have decided tc continue
without mouse support, I encounier or rather
don't encounter problem 3. The manual clearly
states 'Do not install QPC onto a compressed
PC hard disc' oops, slight problem here, all my

system discs are compressed - Windoze and its
programs take up far too much room and also
the 16bit FAT {File allocation table} in MSDCS
causes my large drive to use 32K clusters
(basically every file is a minimum of 32K long
even if it contains a single character I know how
to fix it but I can't be bothered lt is far too much
like hard wonk) QPC works fine on my system
even thought it is compressed lt does help if
you read the manual properly belore starting to
work. I read it once, then again and still missed
the warning about compression -not the fault of
the manual however .

So I now have a working system, albeit with
out a rnouse, but I can live with this for now
Back in Windoze, I have an icon set up to run

QPC so I double click on it and the PC comes
up with a li{tle message that says 'l am about to
close down Windoze and restart in MSDOS
mode, is this ok?', I click OK and away it goes
Now Windoze 95 is not what you would call the
fastest of operating systems to load up, in fact
on my syslem (Cyrix 585 running 133Mhz wiih
16 meg of memory) it is utterly slothful and
seems to load twice before it is ready for use,
however: it starts up and loads into QPC exactly
as required magic. (Still no mousel)

QPC is not at all like QXL as it takes over the
whole machine, processol memory etc. QXL is

a separate card thal plugs in to the back of the
machine and when you switch to it, it uses the
keyboard and drives but in a way that can be
shared with Windoze as well. With QXL you can
switch from the PC to QXL and back again
using ALT and TAB {only from Windows) once
you have set up a PIF file (Windoze 3 x) or
configured the icon properties (Windoze g5).

QPC takes the amount of memory it was
given and trashes anything that is running at the
time The PC thought that it was in control - hah,

QPC took it by the throat and booted it out the
door QPC now runs the machine and every-
thing in it, This is why QPC cannot be run along-
side any other programs - the PC doesn't know
that it is there anymore and has totally lost
controi. QPC has taken the memory over using
its own rnemory rnanagement routines and if
anything else was to be running then who
knows what would happen

Having said that, you can switch back to
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MSDOS and carry out rudimentary commands,
but not too many of them. The manual gives the
details on what to do.

At this point I was in total possession of a hard

drive with a few files on it but not my entire
system. When I moved house last year I sold my
old PC and copied off all of my needed files
ontc a massive ZIP file on 26 DSHD floppy
discs. When I arrived in my new abode, I bought
a new(ish) PC and eventually installed my soft-
ware backups from all those discs, well, I iried
to. Disc 23 out of 26 was of course, corrupt and
could noi be read. Guess which file was on disc
23? QXLZIP which was my zipped up copy of
QXL.WIN 'oh dear how unfortunate'l exclaimed

or something like that anyway.
So, there I was, no QL as it was in storage, no

system software apart from a few of my floppy
discs and no possibility of rescuing the data

from the corrupt disc - what could I do I had
tried every disc rescue program on the rnternet
and on any public domain sottware and even
tried a disc sector editor that I had to see rf thai
could read the disc, but to no avarl. it was, as

h/onty Python never said, 'a dead disc'.
After a bit of thoughi I found my most recent

WinBack backups (oh look, a software plug) but
another problem was then encountered - have
you ever noticed that things never seem to gei
any belter? The backups were all on QL tD
discs and of course, the 'leading edge' techno
logy that the PC claims to be can't read ED

discs as it can only manage HDs. What lo do?
Off to the storage place, pick up a box of QL

bits and pieces, take it home to small flat, set it
up on the bedroom floor and format hundreds
of HD floppies ready for use Copy the dumps
from ED to lots of HDs in the bedroom and then
as each one is copied, run through to the living
room and copy onto a newly tormatted WlN2-,
back to the bedroom for the next one and so
on. Eventually, I had almost got back to normal,
but of course, my backups were slightly out of
date and most of the program files were missing
as I had the original discs and didn't need lo
back ihe programs up - oops.

More floppy hunting ensued and eventually
most of the system was back up to date, or at
least, as up to date as it was going to getl And
this is the state I am still in

Over the next few weeks I proceeded to sel
up winl* as I thought I needed it and copied
stu{l back over from win2- rnto the new direc
tories, reconfigured to suit and suddenly, I was
back in business, almost.



Using QPC has been a bit of a joy it has to be
said. QPC rs a great piece of sofiware and pro-

bably the best way to get a QL system running
under Windoze 95. I say this not to cause any
offence to those of you who are using QXL but
I have found a real performance hit when using
QXL under Windoze 95 it runs so
S,..1.".0...!\1..t..y and it was never a problern

under good old Windoze 31 lt has actually
become unusable as it is so slow to use. I have
tried upping all the assorted settings and the
old PIF file frorn mv 3.11 days was converted to
95 {ormat when I loaded the software but still no
joy. As far as I can see, I have done everything I

can to get performance out of it but nothing so
far anybody got their QXL running properly

under 95, and if so, let us all know through this
magazine. (The problem is in SuperBasic's
editor it seems to run ok otherwise.)

Using QPC is just like using lhe good old QL
with a Gold Card installed, at least All the old
favourites are there, in fact, all the necessities
are there Toolkit 2, Pointer Environment and with
SMSQII you get all this and extras All the new
facl|ties and commands that are available on

QXL are here now in QPC too. SBASIC is there
with hex numbers, binary numbers PEEKing lnto
the system and Basic variables elc etc - see
previous reviews in IQLR and QL Review for tull

details, there are too many to list.

I am currently in a new and very busy 1ob
working in a software house in Leeds. I don't
get much lime these days to 'play' on my QL
and certainly not after a long arduous day in the
office, because the lasi thing you really want to
do ai night is play on a PC running anything,
never mind QPC, if you have been staring at a
screen all day. Having said that when I do get
the chance to play, it is with QPC and I am using
it to get all my old software, thai used to be
sold by Dilwyn Jones Computing, up to date
and imprcved. I also have some new ideas for
QL software that I don't think has been seen
before, but that is all in the future,

At present the old favourite DJToolkit is being
revamped and converted so that it is easier for
me to make changes. it used to consist of a

single long - over 120K - source file and it is

being converted from that into a number of
smaller separate source files that can be
worked on independently This task is being
undertaken, using various editors - QD7, Digital
Precision's LDITOR & QED - Quanta's assem-
bler package - QMAC & QLINK and even, dare I

say it, some PC software.
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I am rewriting the manuals using a 'proper' PC
package, not because the QL doesn't have any-
thing suitable, but because I use the same
software at work and already know how to use
it to its best effect for producing user documen-
tation lt all takes time you know, and being a

newly wed ll tried to warn him, - editorll, time is
nat something I have a lot of these days.
Fventually, QPC will reign supreme and my soft
ware will reappeat until then, QPC is performing
correctly and at a good speed, I don't get
frustrated with it, nor does it crash causing me
to lose rny work So it appears that I will

continue to use QPC until further notice.
I will close this article, by saying this. QPC is

probably the best program available for the PC

It provides the PC with a decent quality opera
ting system that works, can muliitask which is
something the PC's own operating software is
just getting to grips with it runs all my old
software with no problems as yet, and it runs
them at a decent and workable speed. Floppy
disc access is perhaps slower than with my old
QL and its tD drives but then again, PC floppy
disc access is somewhat slow anyway, and if
you have slow hardware, no amount of software
will make it go any faster

The technical stuff behind QPC is not too
difticult to understand. The manual explains that
the emulator can perform every instruction of
the 68000 instruction set although it advises
any software that asks it, that it is actually a
68010 processor This is to stop C programs
that use 'advanced' features of the 68020, if

detected, to not use them, the cache, for
example.

The QPC comes with a CD player program.

Written in Basic, this program allows the PC's
CD RO\/ drive to be used to play audio CDs
from within QPC. I have not used this program
yet as I have a good enough Stereo system -

unfortunately still in storage but I use a smali
portable instead There are a couple of hard
disc utility programs and some patch files tor
various programs that may have problems run-

ning under SMSQ or SMSQiE The patches

supplied are for ,

QREF - to allow it to run 0n prograrns written
in SBASIC which use brnary or hex numbers
%10010001 or $4AFB for example. Thrs is not a

QPC problem, it is a QREF problem as it is older
than these facilities

QLIB to allow it to use FXTTRNALS properly
from SBASIC jobs that are not job zero

ARCHRTM to allow the Archive Runtime



system to detect the constant RTMEM%. This is
apparently a problem under QDOS and SMSQ

C6B - it seems that C6B programs won't run

on any SMSQ or SMSQ/E syslem where lhe
'processor' command returns a value of 40.

I think that writing this program has to be the
best thing that the author has done He, Marcel

Kilgus, has done all QL owners who have a PC,

a great service and he should be rewarded
greatly for his efforts l{ only I had his program-

ming knowledgel
It, after reading all of this revievu you fancy

getting hold of a copy of QPC then do so Bear
in mind that QPC must be run on a 486 or
greater processor and will detect if the proces-

sor in your machine is up to the 1ob as part of
its startup routine. QPC will not run at all on a

386 as it uses the enhanced instruction set on

the 486 processor
Don't torget, your QPC software must be

installed and uninstalled using the master disc.
No copies can be made - ai least, none that wtli

work - and you cannot move or rename the

QPC directory after you have installed it or it

won't work and you will have lost one of your
two 'installations' I don't know how floppy pro-

blems will be catered tor by Jochen etc if you

end up with a faulty disc at some point in the
future especially in cases where you have not
actually insialled the software onto the PC's
hard disc, but are running it from floppy all the
time At some point the floppy disc will wear
out, and you could be in trouble I think it is best
to rnstali QPC once onto your hard drive and

leave it there {orever
ttsy the firne you read fhis" QPC V1.30 wi}l be

rejeased The version afler Norman's vension

offered the usage of SERI to 5[R4, and the
flopplr disk access was as fasf as on a 8l-.
1/X.3fi will add more speed fo QPC in general
nry fesf version ran between TAVo and 2A7o

fasferl
The nrouse: firsf of all, it has to work unden

DO.S, of coursel lf rt works under DOS, fhen
the only ffring you need fo do is: configure the
COM-port, fo whiirh the mouse is connected in

SMSQEg,ftl fo "none" - SMSQ/E musf nof urse

fhis port is i{ is already in use by the rnouselJ
w

PnCIWssS Delivers - Fart g
James Hunkins

Programming
The ProWesS system introduces rnany of the

rnodern programming techniques found on
other platforms. People who have tried to
program for the pointer environment on the QL
have for the most part found it to be di{ficull
and tedicus {some of us think of it as a chal-
ienge ancl welcome it, while others I know of
have just given up). Through the use of new
functions {similar to the APls found in other
operating systems) in 'C' and SBasic, ProWesS
has greatly simplified using a pointer environ-
rnent and added direct access t0 powerf ul

graphics and fonts. lt allows for faster proto-

typing and re-entrant code. ProWesS is event
driven The programmer describes the look of
the window and then passes control to Pro-

WesS, which proceeds to draw the window
ProWesS then wails for an event to happen

{keyboard entry, rnouse movement, etcJ and
then sends a message back to the
programmer's code. The programmer then han

dles the event, modifying windows or doing
some other activity as needed and then sends
control back to ProWesS. When everything is

done wlth, ProWesS takes care of the removal
of the window, etc. Through the use of powerful
system calls, the programmer will find that most
of his work is in implementing his own original
part of the program, not in designing or working
with the user interface This leads to fasler
development and a consistent look and feel to
programs written for ProWesS. One other
advantage occurs with ProWesS, screen and
device independence This means that the pro-

grammer does not have to worry about the
screen size or how their program will look on
any display devices. ProWesS takes care of the
screen display and printer inter{ace. Again, less
{or you, the programmer to worry about. As ior
programming languages, if you have program-

med for the pointer environment, you originally
had to program only in assernbly. Later 'C' was
added thanks to C68 libraries. And eveniually
SuperBasic was added through other packages
you can buy. ProWesS was originally only avarla-

ble in 'C' through the Syslib and PROforma

access to C6B. For 'C' programmers this has

been attractive, again due to the powerful rou-

tines supplied With this release of ProWesS the
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user of SMSQ/E can now program using the
beloved SBasic Please note that for SBasic
prograrnming, you must be using SMSQIE, as
the interface will not work with the original
SuperBasic. However if the SBasic is compiled,
the cornpiled version will run on non-SMSQ/t
machines ln a follow Lrp arlicle, I will go into
rnore detarl about programming in both langua-
ges for ProWesS and try to give some exam-
ples and illustrate just how easy it is For now be
assured that the programming documentaticn
fnr Drn\A/ocQ, ic r:ihor ovioncivo Fvamnlpq arprv, r rvr

also available. This rs a vast improvement over
the case of trying to program with 'C' for the
original pointer environment.

Fe nforma nce/ Llmitations
The old saying that you can't get sornething

for nothing does apply to this case. While Pro-

WesS supplies a lot of sophisticated features
and capabilities, it does require a significant
arnount of CPU power to do so. The speed of
the package has been improved constantly
since the early versions, but you still should not
try to run this on your original QL. I have been
running my copy on both my QXL (the 20tv1Flz

version) and on a Pentium 100 MHz laptop with

QpC. I have also seen it running smoothly on a
Super Gcld card and believe that it should be
okay on a standard Gold Card setup. lf you try
to run it on a laptop with power saving circuiiry,
watch your processor settlngs. My laptop slows
the clock speed on the processor when it is

runnrng of{ the battery. So I either restrict it to
AC line use or set the processor to full speed
while on batteries (the other power saving set-
tings don't have a major impact on it, such as
screen shutoff and disk drive slow down) The
smaller fonts have been improved on my laptop
but I still get some quality problems Most are

however now acceptable. One of the improve-
ments that is discussed for the future in the
documenlatron is the small font quality. By the
way the small fonis on the printer are excelient.
Also your drsplay resolution seems to have a

major impact on the small font quality One other
suggestion for the included HTML reader
comes io r^nind, Currently you have tc use the
scroll bar to browse through a document that
doesn't fit your screen. An option to use keys
for rndividual line and page scrolling would be a
welcome inclusion.

ffi QL Foday &\J

Documentation
One of the major problems with just about any

sofiware {not just in the QL world) is in the
documentation. The documentatlon is either too
limited, too involved, poorly organized, or just a
plain mess. But here I think that we can salely
say that we have an exception, The ProWesS
package comes with a fairly detailed but well

organized group of documentation. Please note
that if you are planning to prograr^n with Pro-

WesS, you rnust download that separate pro-

gramming eJoeumentation eiiher from one of

several bulletin boards or from the ProWesS
page on the internet. This was probably done
as the programrning documentation is much
more extensive than the slandard package

documentation and would only serve to confuse
the non programmer (not to mention take up

disk space), Also, being programming documen-
tation, it tends to change more often and this
allows the programmer to get updates. ln order
to make the documentation easy to use, Pro

WesS has chosen to use the HTML format and

supplies the Reader program to view (or prinl] it,

HTMI allows the documentaiion to be nicely
forrnatted and allows links to be included For

example, if you are reading about something
and you see a reference to another place in the
sane 0r another document, you simply place

the cursor over the'link' {usually underlined) and
the reader will load the other document. When
you are done reading the new document, you

can choose 'Back' and relurn to the previous

document. lt rnakes for a much more pleasant

experience {l can'l believe that I said pleasant
when referring to software documentationl). And
since HTML is a widely used standard, you can
also read the documentation on just about any
web browser on just about any rnachine. lt
should be observed that ProWesS chose to use
the HTML format for documentation some time
ago Today, other operating systems and soft
ware are just now beginning io do the same. ln

{aci it is almost an explosion oJ ef{ort to convert
documentation to HTML. An impressive display

of foresight, A tip: the reader documentation
suggests that you look for a main menu

[sometimes the program's name + the -himl
suffixl or table of contents l-toc-htrnll HTML file
to start viewing hypertext documents (many

documents are made up of several separate
files) I have also found that files named
intro*html, introduction-html or index-html can
also be good starting points.
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Q ffiranch News
The summer time is never the best of
times to sit in front of a computer screen

and this summer has been no exception.

Q Branch has, however, been working to
acquire a source of small hard disks

suitable for use with the Qbide interface"
At the moment there are not very rnany of
these but we hope to build up our stocks

as time goes by so that we c;ln offer a

wider range. Prices vary from f 25"00 lor a

45 Meg model and all disks will be QL
f,ormatled ready fur use"

We do have a lew new prsgrurns currently
undrgoing development and beta testing
and we hope to have more details of those
in the next issue.

WATCH THIS SPACE !!

Miracle systerns have formally announced
that they are working on their new {-Jltra

Gold Card which will have a 68060
processor and probably be available in two
models (with and without a floatlng point
co - processor ). This will be designed to
Iit alongside a Super Cold and therefore
be a dual processor system. ( See their
announcement in this issue )"
The curnent batch of Super Cold Cards are

selling well and remember, this will be the
last batch available because some of the
parls are obsolete.
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lnstallation
One of the debates that constantly crops its

ugly head within the QL community is whether
or not we need simpler ways of loading soft-
ware The 'old hands' claim that it would just be
extra fluff and that any competent QL user
should be able to manipulate boot files, pointer
buttons, etc. Howevet there are a substantial
number of computer users, not only within ihe
QL community, that simply don't care to spend
the time to figure these things out, whatever the
reasons. The results are that a large nurnber o{
users don't really get a chance to use their QL
systems to the fullest. Enter another imporiant
piece of the FroWesS package, the loader
(PRG-LCADER) This piece of software allows
the user to automatically load software. Pro-
WesS comes on a floppy drive that can boot
the QL based system and start the installation
procedure. The boot program determines whe
ther your system needs the pointer environrnent
or has it rncluded (QXL/SIUSQI users) lt then
loads the extensions it needs, loads the basic
ProWesS system onto the QL sysiem, and
starts the installation through the ProWesS
loader All this is automatic up to this point and
requires no user work other than to rnsert the
floppy and turn on the computerl Considering
the complexity of the ProWesS packags, you
will be amazed by how simple installation will be.

trhe following notes are from a walk through of
the installation onto my laptop. They are inten-
ded to show yor-r how simple the install has
been made ln fact, I think nry notes here might
be longer than the install process. Upon com-
pletion of the bootup, a window automatically
opens with the title'ProWesS - start here' You
have two options, to either display the docu-
mentation or to install ProWesS The choice is

made by moving the pointer to your choice,
either with a mouse if your system includes one
or with the cursor keys. No previous knowledge
of the pointer environment is required. ll you
choose 'display documentation' the ProWesS
reader opens, with a diaiog box showing the
progress of the document being loaded. Depen
ding on the speed of the QL system and the
floppy access, the initial load and display of the
document can be somewhat slow This will
improve once your system has been conftgured.
But for now, the dialog box showing progress is

a welcome touch. As much as I hate to say it,

you don't really need to read this documentation
right away. The loading is that simple ln fact,
due to the current speed of ProWesS, i found
myself waiting to read most of the documenta

tion until everything had been initially installed
and configured. An exception to this advice will

occur later when you configure your system
and access the Help option {more on this ai the
proper place) The cther choice in the menu is
to 'rnstall ProWesS' Sirnple enough, just move
the pointer over this choice and push either
mouse button or lhe ,Enter, key. Another win-
dow pops up telling you to rnsert the floppy
disk {you already have) and asking the location
of the install floppy {'install from ,') The default is

flpl-. You can either change the source location
it needed or accept the location by picking the
'do' option {or [ntering over the location flpl-
text) Now it gets fun The ProWesS installation
window opens. The default destination is given
in the first space (winl-pws-) which you can
change if you desire. Then a menu of 8 options
is given The first is 'info about installation'.
Unlike the comment about reading the rnain
ProWesS documentation I made earlier: I recom-
mend you take just a few minutes for this one lt
gives you a very concise overview of the main

installation choices; hard disk, high density disks,
or double density disks, ln the documentation,
by selecting the install type you are interested

{notice that these options are underlined, indica
ting that they are links to somewhere else), the
Reader will jump you directly to that section,
avoiding the need to scroll through the entire
document (an advantage tG their using the
HTML format for the reader), You will note some
other underlined words in each section. They
will take you to other relevant notes automa-
tically. And when you are done reading those
notes, you can use the 'Back' option of the
reader to return to thrs document. Please note
any special items about your installation from
this document as you proceed with the follow-
ing install notes lf this is the first installation of
ProWesS, you should now choose the base
installation lf you are installing an update, use
the update installation which will avoid writing
over previous configuration information. lNote to
previous usors: if you have downloaded your
update, you need to copy the new files onto
your original installation disk (always your
backed up one, not the master copy). Use this
updated disk for the installationl. After choosrng
the base or upgrade installation ProWesS loa-

der will now copy the files to their proper
location, according to your choices, A progress
report is shown giving each file name as it is

copied When this step is done, you are given a

choice ol different screen resolutions {only for
the base install, not the upgrade) Your choices
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will be 512x256 or 800x600 in 4 color or
640x480 mono. These choices simply copy a

configuration file with suggested values for the
resolution you picked, You are free to change
any of these values for your personal prefe-

rence at a later time. ln case you are curious
and want to look at the original choices for all

ihree options, they are found on the tloppy in

the install-skel* directory with the last letters in

their names as -cfg. I found their recommenda-
tions were fairly well done and only did some
minor lweaking later (l hate not being able to
play around with stuf{, so I always do it whether
I need to or notl). The next choices are to install
the documentation (YES, pick this, The docu-
mentation is worth it) and to install the printer

drivers {assuming of course that you eveniually
want to print something). The documentation will
install with the standard progress window The
printer has a few more options and actually
uses the PFconfig program {you can always
install or reconfigure these drivers later). When
you choose to Add a driver: it brings up a selec
tion for both printer and special screen drivers.
Note the help option in this window, lt will again

bring up the ProWesS reader with a help file dis-

cussing the different drivers and their configura-
tions. You might want to keep this open during
configuration, You will want to install at least one
printer driver lchoices include QVME, HP

LaserJet and DeskJets, Epson 9/24 pin and

stylus color NecP5, and the Canon BJl0l You

also wrll be given several other choices inclu-
ding a {ax driver picture drivers, and bitrnap dri-
vers {used by LlNEdesign and other programs).

You are allowed tc mark several choices at

once and then use the D0 option to install them
in one single run Again, please refer to the brief
but useful documentation to help you make your
choice. And remember; it is always easy to add
other drivers in the luture. As for the configura
tion of the printer driver and the Memory
options, I will wait tor the next section before I

discuss them. I found that I wanted to get
everything up and try it before I started playing
around with this stuff. The defaults seemed to
work without my messing with thern for now.
Before leaving this section, you can choose
your Delault printer seleclion (if you have more
than one printer model or resolution). Note that
even though you might have only chosen a

single printet some of the drivers have multiple
resolutions, so you might still want to choose a

default here For example the Epson Color
Stylus loaded both 360 and 180 dpi options
Also, load your Fonts here This choice will list all

the fonts in your floppy drive (you can load

others later with multiple paths, etc please see
your documentation tor details), Again, you can
mark all the ones you want together and use
the DO option to load them all at once. The
Search directory for fonts option refers to
loading other fonts from different directories and

can be safely ignored for now Make sure you

hit the'Make changes permanent'option before
leaving this section. Finally, you are almost done.
Before continuing, I recommend that you make a

copy of your original boot file The installation
will make a recommended boot {ile that loads all

the required items to make ProWesS work.
When you choose this option, you are asked
what file location should be used. Normally you

should write it to a different location other than
you normal boot file root direclory so that you

can merge it into your original file. The reason
that I recommend you backup your original tile

before this step is that you, if you are like so
many others, may be distracted and tell it to use
your original boot location. This particular instal

lation will be happy to follow your instructions
and simply overwrite your original file without a
warning. Oops! 0f course this will not happen to
you, but just in case... When merging the new
boot file into my original boot file, just about
everything was straightforward. lf a program is

loaded by ProWesS that is not in your boot {ile,

add ihat line. lf you already load that program,

be sure that you have a current version (Pro

WesS comes with the required files and should
have fairly current ones). For SMSQ/E users, be
sure to pay attention to the cornments about
not loading ptr-gen and thing system (they are
already included in SMSQ/E). The only problem I

had was with the location in my boot file for the
line that runs the 'prg-loader' ln its original
location it had problems starting the loader
However by moving it towards the end of my

boot file after everything that is required by
ProWesS had time to be loaded and startup
properly, everything worked like a charm The
last two choices apply only to Qpac2 or
PROforma fontpack owners. lf you have not
loaded Qpac2 previously, this option will do it for
you (this illustrates that the ProWesS loader can
also be used to simplify the installation of other
programs, whether they be ProWesS based or
not - could this be a hint?). And if you have the
PROforma fontpack, this last option will install it
for you, At this point, ProWesS is loaded and is
basically configured, You can either reboot your

QL system from the boot file that the loader
rnade for you or merge the boot tile into your
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original Once this is done, try rebooting your

system. And welcome to the a new way of
doing software on our QLs.

Cpti nn ization & eonfigrl rdtio n
There are three types of configuration that

involve the ProWesS package. Configuration of
ProWesS itselt affects the way the ProWesS
windows are displayed and affects all ProWesS
applications. Configuration of PROforma involves
the printer drivers, the fonts available for use,
and the meillory requirements {which is more of
an optimization for your system) You also may

be able to configure the individual ProWesS

based applications beyond the global configura-
tions just mentioned This may be done within
the program giving additional control 0r even
overriding global configurations lt may also
occur through the use of Qiump format config
blocks within the individual program (same as is
commonly done in the pointer environment). lt
should be noted that ProWesS is designed to
provide as much global configuration as possi

ble. Theretore much of the configuration that
was needed under the standard pointer environ-
ment programs has already been handled and is
not necessary for individual programs.

ProWes$ , Both ProWesS and PROforma use
configuraticn files ending with -cfg located in

the PWS-MINE-
directory. The
ProWesS file is

'ProWesS-cfg'

Being a text lile it

can be edited with
your favorite tExt
editor or you can
use PWconfig, the
ProWesS Config
program available
f rom the utilities
button

When you installed
ProWesS you wore

i I a.
, i COrrlrgurE rrOY{ 8+b
l-l c *1cuI*t or

asked what screen resolution you wanied to
run at. According to your answer a specific
version of the ProWesS*cfg file was copied
frorn your floppy disk. The settings in this file
are ones found pleasing to the authors for the
resolution ycu have chosen. The main diffe-
rence between the versions are font size, bor-
der width, and in the case of lhe monochrome
display choice, difference in colors used. ll you
are curious you can view the different files on
the floppy to see the differences in recommen-
ded settings The ProWesS*cfg file holds just a

I configure {praccn} flaveIt]
lconfigure FR*f orms

few types of configuration data, which are either
well commented or self explanatory (ProWesS

makes good use of real meaningful names) The
items of immediate interest to most users
involve window item sizes and colors {borders,
shadows, backgrounds, ink, paper fonts) The
user can also control default fonts and control
the moveidrag display nrethods. For maximum
speed, the SYSTTM-PRtvltW-MOVE and

SYSTTM-PREVIEW*SCALE {resize) parameters
would be set to 'false'. lf this is done, moving or
resizing a window will only use the move/resize
icons. lf these parameters are set 'true' (default),

moving or resizing a window will actually redraw
the window border for resizing and redraw ihe
entire window while moving. Since systern
power varies s0 much, the user can also
choose how often during a move/resize that
the windowiborder is redrawn, The higher the
number for the SYSTEM-PR[U[W-TI|,/I0UT
the longer between redraws. This will speed
things up but makes the movement less
smooth. Most colors are specified in RGB (Red

Green Blue) format with three numbers, each
from 0 to 100 (100 is maximum), which indicate
how much of each primary color is required to
make the final color For example, '100 100 100"

is white,'0 0 0' is black, '50 0 0' is rnedium red,
and "30 80 0' would be a yellow with a green
tint (red and green give yellow in this system).

This obviously allows for more
than the current 4 colors given
and will work very well with
the new Aurora 256 color
capability Another new
eoncept with ProWesS is that
the sizes are usually given for
a 'virtual' screen size in points.
Regardless of the screen size,
the software scales it to a size
ol 720 by 540 points (virtual

screen coordinates). There are
many parameters available tor
configuration if the user wishes

to customize things [but note thai the
suggested delaults will probably work very well
for most people), not all of which are included in

the ProWesS-clg file. To get more information of
all the parameters available, use the ProWesS
Reader to view the help files By opening the
ProWesS*html file and choosing the Configura
tion & customization link, you will be taken to a

new file where you can find this information. For

details on lower level configuration items you

can follow the links in the same file or directly
open the *html files with matching names For
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example, to see how you can configure the
[DLINE type {function), open edline-html.

PROforma , PROforma can be configured the
same way by editing the PROforma-cfg file

Additionally, you can use the configure PRO-

forma option found under the utilities menu

button. While many users may never bother to
conf rgure ProWesS,
they will on the other
hand probably play

around with ihis one"

Therefore the sepa
rate prograrn will
make lite much
easier When instal-

ling ProWesS, you

will have already
seen this program" lt
has a title bar with
FFconfig in it

You can use it to add and configure prinler

drivers, set the memory options, and add fonts.
You probably already added a printer driver (if

not, you can do it from here). By choosing to
configure a printer driver; a list of drivers installed
opsns up. For printers sL,pporting more than

one resolution, you
should see an

entry for each
resolution. You can
pick the highest
resolution and just

configure one as
the configuration
applies to all

resolutions of the
same printer driver
After a printer has
been chosen you
get a window

fl4 ft$

where you can set the default device (normally
pard or serlhr) and set a page size, either by
individual size and offset dimensions 0r by
choosing a sheet size (A4, A5, letter legal). You

can choose the units to be displayed in mm,

inches or pt. and when done try your results.
The program will print a page with lines at set
dislances marked on the paper This makes it
very easy to adjust for your individual printer's

differences I noticed with my printer choice,
there were default settings that pressing a

paper size overrode. lf you do this by accident
and want to restore the original defaults, use the
get option to reload them. Make sure you use
the 'Make changes permanent' option before
you exit or else your changes will be lost. Once

i it';i ; ffi ;l'# f Eil ; lLi;;;;;;i,
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The PRoforma configuration pragram simplies
sefting up the system

your printer is configured and set, you can now
set how PRoforma handles memory usage.
Again, the defaulls will probably work for most
people but if you have limited mernory or will be
using lots of fonts andlor font sizes, you might
consider adjusting these values The settings
control how much memory PRoforma can use

lo render a page with. More memcry
may speed things up for complex
irnages but if your system is memory
deprived or overloaded with memory
hungry apps which are open, you might
want to sacrifice some potential speed
for more available memory for other
apps Another trade-off tound in the
memory configuration is the use of
caches for fonts and colors. Every font
that is displayed on the screen or
printed has to be rendered {including

dif f erent sizes) The font cache allows
PRoforma to save fonts already rendered in

memory so that it doesn't have to render thern
each time they are accessed. This has a major
impact on speed, lf you don'l believe it, set the
lont cache to 0 and try to display a page in the
reader: You will turn it back on. But again, the

jt

-,..-.i i

rnore mernory
you can spare the
larger the {ont
cache, the more
fonts you can
hold {but will you

really be using
that many, think
about it before
you get carried
awayl). And
remember if you
limit your QL
system in availa-
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The printer drivers are easrly configured and cuslomized

ble memory, it can slow its operation drastically,
regardless of what ProWesS is doing Once
again, a balancing act. But the average user will
probably be happy with the defaults. The other
thing you can do from here is add more fonts,
just in case you purchased the extra font disks
from PROGs or grab some Adobe type 1 fonts
and convert them.

Other , Some ProWesS programs will still have
individual configurations, in addition to using the
global ones lust discussed lf they are equipped
with the Qiump config block, you can still use
the standard Config or MenuConfig programs or
you can use the Procon version shipped with
this package
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Cther FroWesS Applications
The following is a list of ProWesS comrner-

cially available appllcations that I am aware of. ln
other wcrds, these
exist for your purchase
and there may be
others {either trom
ProWesS or indepen
denl software develo-
pers) not listed here

FontUtils , rncludes
ihroo r]if f oroni r rtiliiioctt il uu vtl tur ul lr uLrirrruJ

pfb2pff : conversion
o{ Adobe type I fonts
to PROforma

FontShow , displays
an entire font to either
your screen or printer

FontPreView : shows
a sample of any PRoforma font loaded for a
quick cornparison.

FF!-ist: prints out high quality listlngs to your
printer with considerable formatting control.

FR0forma Fontpaek : a collection of 100

high quality Bitstream fonts
LlNlEdeslgn : d powerf ul vector-based

drawing prograrn {rurnor says keep an eye out
for color printer capabiliiies in the future). This
package has recently been updated as
definitely takes advantage of the ProWesS
windowing system in addition to its use of the
PROforma graphics/fonts capabilities

DATAdesign: a database package.
And here are a few ideas of what could be

good commercial programs for ProWesS,
Please keep in mind that you don't need to stick
to graphicallfont based programs to take
advantage of this package, Any program that
could use windows will benefit.

hITML editor {visual) : would allow creation of
HTML documents graphically without having to
learn the I-ITML language.

Enhanced HTlvlL reader with graphics display
capability

Greeting card design (or labels, busrness
cards, eic).

Elusiness graphics.
Desktop publishing letter heads (great for

holidays)
As I mentioned, with the new ProWesS

release and current versions of their utilities,
they are designed to be simply and automati
cally loaded using the PRG-LOADER program
included with ProWesS. lt can be found under
the Menu Button 'Utilities'. 'insiall sofiware'

opiion (you may have to scroll the choices
down to see this selection) Simply select this
option and follow the prompts. Most programs
will be loade0 frorn a floppy drive {defaults

'f lpl-') to the destination of your
choice. For the three programs I loa-
ded, the installation window where I

had a choice to set rny destination
also gave me additional choices; install
with separate button, install in existing
menu button, install in new menu
button, and add documentation to
bookmarks file. For the actual installa-
tion, you will choose one of the first
three choices. The separate button
choice will work just like a normal
QPAC ll button but under ProWesS
(the new button will automaticaliy start
the program when chosen). The two
menu options will add the program to

a menu called up from either an existing menu
button already on your screen or a new one

{very useful for grouping dif ferent types of
programs). After you have installed the program,
you can use the add documentation option. This
adds a pointer to the Bookmarks tile used by
the ProWesS reader When you have the reader
open, by selecting the Bookmarks option, you
can then click on a pointer to this program's
documentation and view it on line, All very
simple and useful..,

Final Notes - ProWesS
This has been a rather enjoyable article to

write, The extensrve and well written documen-
tatiorr (just that in itself should excite sonne of
youl) that came with the package has been
invaluable and is constantly on my screen. I love
exploring new sof tware and new ideas,
especially when they are well done When I first
looked at the ProWesS package it was
obviously a rnassive project in an early
development state My first review on the
pre-production version showed considerable
progress, but there were still speed issues, quite

a few bugs, and the promised ease of usE had
not been added. Now howeve[ even though
ProWesS still has some work to do, I can safely
say thal it delivers as promised, and possibly
more. The ease of installation and use, the
customization possibilities, the quality of the
fonts and graphics, and the different utility
programs included make it a total package. For
those of you wondering if you should buy it

now or wait The ProWesS package is now
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mature enough to be considered fully functional
and useful. lf you are planning to buy or update
to LlNEdesign or DATAdesign, you need to buy
ProWesS. lf you wish to play with fonts or want
to prograrn with windows and mouse pointers
or graphics, ProWesS will supply your needs
quite well and should make life easier ll you just

want to see modern programming oractices and
keep your system going forward, it might also
be the time for you to jump on board Currently
the number of programs available for ProWesS
is limited. But hopefullv others will start showing
up, especially as the package makes it rnuch
easier to do windowed, graphical programs. For
myself, along with being a fan of LlN[design, I

will be diving into programming with ProWesS ln
{act, I will be delivering a future article or lwo on
the sublect, both in 'C' and SBasic So until then,
happy prograrnming I know I will continue to
enjoy playing with this package preparing for
the next article
nn

Commercial, The more popular 0nes are
XOVIR, by Digital Precision, and MULTlDlSCover

by Dave Walker However: both or these cost
money - even if the latier is now shareware, and

available for a modest fee.
lBMdisk is PD, and available f rom Steve

Johnson, 0n disk SJPD33, which contains
version 2.00 lt is written by Jonathan Hudson,

author of the excellent QTPI communications
program. lt consists of lust one file, called
lBMdisk, which you EXEC-W or EW in the
ncrrnal way. To describe it as merely a file

transfer program is an understatemeni, as it

does much more that that.

On loading, flpl* is the default QDOS drive,
with tlpZ- being used for DOS and alien

formats, The bottom line of the screen displays
the current commands available. These are

easily selected by moving the cursor keys left
or right until the required command is high

lighted. The space bar or ENTER key executes
lhe command. These consist of DlR, R[AD,
WRITT, QDIR, DELETF, BOOT HELP DEBUG,

DUMP FORMAT IN|T IGNORE, EXIT
Many of these will be fairly self explanitory,

but heres a brief explanation of the 13 main

commands'
DIR displays ihe directory of an MS-DOS type

i
I

PC disk in the designated drive {usually flp2).

READ reads a DOS file from disk to the QL
WRITI writes a QL file to a DOS disk. QDIR
displays the directory of a QDOS type QL disk

DfLETt deletes a OL or DOS file, BOOT reads

lBtutD!$K Ver 9,00
Darren D. Eranagh

Okay, Okay We all

better than the drea-
ded Pee-Zees Just
ask Dilwynl [PeeZees
drive rne up fhe walf
rnuch af the frme, ,

don't fhink I've
managed fo get one
working fong enough
in one go to ever frnd
out if one rnachfne r's

befter than fhe other! -

Dilwynl
However; occasio-

nally we need to trans-
fer files, documents or
whatever to the PC

format for the benetit
of peopie who don't
own QLs. Similarly, a

vast collection of very
interesting PD text files

know that QL's are far

Ii

exist for the PC, and to use these on our trusty
QL we need a transter program. This is where
lBMdisk comes in

0f course, there are many such transler pro'
grams. Some are PD, some shareware, sol^ne

Help i: suoilsblp sn the fotlouing ccmmonds r

AIR NUHF DEBUG BOOT RERN ONIR

EHIT HELP IIRITH lNiT DELETE FIRIIRT
IGN0RE H ini.s

For more infornrstlsn on q commsnd, tgpe that commqnd nsme

follnued bg EI{TER, ju:t pness EI'{TER ta leque HELP" If u hetp
topic tokes ffone thsn ?B linur, the Eer*en rs frozen, press F5

la continue output
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the Boot sectors of the DOS disk to the QL.

D[Bl..jG Prints out a hex dump of given DOS

disk blocks DUMP similar to DEBUG. FORMAT

Formats a disk to QDOS or IBM standard. lNlT

initializes IBM DOS disk IGNORE lgnores the

disk parameters, and assumes 2 sides, B0 track
medium no nratter what. This enables the
program to use Atari ST TOS disk formats
HELP presents a help page, and by entering
each command af ter
the H[LP'- prompt,

displays the relevant
information on the
command entered,
such as its use, syntax,
etc EXIT exits the
pr0gram.

I found I used most oi
these regularly, particu-
larly RFAD and WRITE.
ln these commands,
wildcards similar to
those used on "real"

PC's are used, with an

asterisk 1x) being sub-

stituted for a string of
characters, and a per-

centage sign (%) being
used for a single one.
For instance, using READ

*BA%.*
and entering the file:

as a DOS tile, would locate FOOBAR,DAT

CABAL.LIS, and STABASTXT on the DOS disk
The DOS separator t) is translated to the

familiar QL underscore {-) auiomatically by

lBMdisk, so these files are copied as

FOOBAR-DAT CABAL-LIS, and STABAS-TXT
1o the QDOS medium.
lf you ever get stuck, entering the HILP

command f rom the
status line and typing
"hints' will present a
small, well written
manual on the screen
giving the more gene-

ral rnfo on the program

as I've explained
above ll really is very
hard to go wrong with
lBMdisk you don't
need to be an expert
on PCs to use it.
To sum up, lBMdisk is a
very well written pro-

gram, the sort of thing
you've come to
expect from Jonathan
Hudson, in today's
computer world, a little

PC compatibility is {almost) essential. lBMdisk

addresses this problem - lf cash is tight, {and

even if it lsn't), you can do worse than get hold

of lBMdisk, and some PC PD books or text files

of which there are thousands - and some of

which are quite excellent- not a bad way to get

a free read, is it?
w

'l r I re ld defuu tt rng ts the trt,r in rcreen u t

kegs nrug be uied sn these field:

Blsrk nuffiber fietde {Stsrl und End}, teke numerie vulueE E - 1439

The 'tlll t['rte' und 'ftuerg'fteld: sre togqle fretds uith vstues 'Y*s'cr
'F{o'; the vqlues ore toggled u*ing telt und right amru keqt or spoce bor
The Hcti,rn trietd is a tnggle fietd uiih vstues 'Do' on'Rbort';:etect
'fiburi' if gou don't uunt to ds the qctton Uou'ue s*l*cted"

Tn 'Dn'or 'llb*rt' i.h* aperution,:elect the 'Return' fte[d ond prel*
F|{TER, rr prEtr €srfipe uhen tn o 'taqgle'fietd {sr edit fteld uith) ihe
usnd*r'lrul IIiHERUH Rl)ll, lloue through the fietdE u:rng lhe up {f} m
dnun (+) flFF*ug

To get HELF on HELP' i,e. tn see the csmriqnds uuqilqble tgpe HELF

rn Fe:pan** tu the HELP) pronrpt. Tgpe the cnrrtrnand na$e in respon:e to
HELP) to get help on unr; tnpir. If:i.iII *tuckr nead the tnonuul I

Tupe ENTER to return to the contmund tnenu

,1.-,".,, .Fmuu*q .ffi

"EXE 2E 6;2ff:

"tXE ?g 6:l8r
.EHE 26 6;?fi;
,[0ll tE 6r?0;
.EXE ?0 6;26;
"c0t1 ?B 6;?8:
.HL- 28 6:28:
FVF ?ri t"?ft.
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!t is possible to run the operating system oi the QL {or tho much hetts oner StrSQlg} cm nearly ev-ery other hardware. The idea ls

to snike SffiSQ/E ayailahlb for $ost hardware platforms, so that pregrammcrs and users ean benelit from SXSQ/C's new fieaturcs,

QVI$E - VME bus graphics card which is easily plugged inlo lhe VME-slot ol lhe

Mega STE or TT. No soldering! Very flexible graphics card which can be programmed

lo QL MODE 4 resolulions ol up lo 1280x700 pixeh and higher. Especially lhe TT is

turned into a very poweriul QL syslem which makes use ol lhe luil hardware of the

Mega STE and TT {up lo 4 serial pwts, PAR put, ACSI and SCSI harddisks elc.}.

{IvfrnE * $M5E/E bundld for only Dfi 599,'

:,:F!8,:

SMSO/E can run on all ATARI 520, 1040, ST, STE Mega STE, TT bul nol lhe Falcon)

withoul any exka hardware required - all you need is SMSQIE ior an ATARI with the

extra M0n0chr0me-Screen-Driver.

QXt-2 - the new hardware emulalor for PCs. A 68040 processor running at 25 MHz

makes sure it is running exbemdy lasl. The card has to be plugged inlo an ISA slol in

your PC. Wilh QL nelwork ports. Provides screen resdulions 0l up l0 800x600
pixels.

tlxl-z + S$SQ/E bmded for ody DH 769,-
QXtz wilhoni gilSQ/E for ody Dil 619,'

QFE - is ready and wuks exlremely wdl. $ee reviews in QL Today (very delailed

review in issue 4, vdume 1 and currenl issue).More on page 591

&M&@/6 is ihe new operating system which allows you to run your 0L
programs and adds an en0rmous amount of additional features: faster,

flexible disk format, muliiple and much faster BASlCs, faster screen driver

and much morel

Far flYl & nYl 
" 

nm lqq -rwr q^h r q^-

Fon ATAR!g with Ql"Emula&or 8m [S9,*
S"or,ATAR!s without QL-Emulator &!ffi 24S,-
For Goldeard & SuperGoldeard Pffi tSS,-

&L Goryleg
BlackKnighl chess . . .DM X9,90
Pipes.. .. ". DM 29,90

BrainSmasher ...... DM 39,90

Arcanoid . ..0M 39,90
Firebirds ,..DM39,90
QShang ....0M39,90
Diamonds .,DM39,90
The 0racle . DM 39,90

MineField ...0M39,90
Double Block DM 39,90
The Lonely Joker 2 . DM 59,00
SuperGamesPack . .. DM 90,00

Ql. Speres
zx8301 .. DM 19,90
2x8302 . DM tr4,90
Keyboard membrane , , DM 28,00

Ql" Appllcatlsns
QD Editor ,,,,, tV9,!Al .Str 125,00

Q0 Upgrade from Y8 ",, , 0H 24,9CI

FiFillFileFinder,""", "tV4.121, 0ff 49,90

tiFi ll Upgrade from previous Version Dffi 19,90

QMAKF . ,....,,tV4.161 ..DM 44,90

QLiberator superBASlcconpiler .,, .DM 139,00

Qload-Ref ... ..DM 49,90

QLQ.. .tV1.131 ..0M69,90
QMAC uacro Assembler,...ntl0ll ..DM 69,00

QHEHTJ , .,. ,.. tV?.031 ,,Dm 4L9o

Qttill! Upgrade 0H 16,90

QPACl . .......tV1.051 ..DM61,50
QPAC2, .......tV1.381 . 0M119,00

QTYP 2 spelFChecker ,....tV?.171 ..DM 82,50

QPTR pointerToolkit ...... tv0,29l ..DM 89,S0

Q5pread Spreadsheel .,...1V1.421,0M 169,00

QSpread Updale from v1.34 or before . . DM 16,00

QSpreadUpdatefromvl,3s-1,41 .... free

QSUp . .. ..,.tV3,081 . DM79,90

EPR0M Manager ... ..,.1V3.011 ..0M 61,50

wtNED. .1v1.191 ..0M49,30
ll02Toolkii ....tv2.16l ..DM 99,00

8ASl0Linker,,,,tYLlAl, 0ffi 4$,SCI

&pplications
I_DUMP . ..,,...tV1.05] ...DM 65,00

S|SA lnteractive Disassembler tV3.02l " , I!ffi 95'00
plSA Vg " llpgrade from Vl er V? , 0ffi 35,00

EasyPTR Pari l . ..DM 89,00
EasyPTR Part ? . .DM 49,00

EasyPTR Part 3 , .DM 49,00

$lylus-Driver for lext87 and text91 . .DM 69,00
HyperHelp for BASIC .....0M 44,90

DiskMateS .... ..0M69,00
CueShell .DM 95,00

QDOS/SMS Reference Manual . . .. .DM 84,90

Update shocts from Hareh t9S? . " DM i3,00

FnoWesS + App8fieatioqpg
(all ProWesS Appljcalions require ProWesS tlhich is nol included!)

ProWes$ WindovManagerHTMl Reader . DM 1?9,00

DalaDesign Database . "... DAd 79,00
LineDesign vektor/DesktopPublislring . " D6u{ 79,0G
fsearch . ..DM 4C,00

Pflisl .. .D d49,00
fonluiils . .DM 79,00

"'"ERMS &E PAVNf,Gf{T
Postoge ond pockoge [Germony] DM 8,80 {if totol volue of goods is up to DM 50,- then only DM 5,80}. [Eunope] DM 14,* (if tctol
volue of goods is up to DM 50,* then only DM 9,-). [Overseos] between DM 14,- (1 item) ond DM 35,* (moximum). All priees incl.
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Nasfa {Zelika Nasfasfel

But enough about problems...
Lets talk about solutions. I have attempted to

outline most problems ihat have to be tackled in
order to make an efficient MP compulei: Now,

let's construct a hypothetical machine. What do
we do?

Frrst, let's explore the obvious applications of
MF separating the 'processing' aspect of a

computer frorn the data input, output and
storage ior for short, the interfacing) aspect of it.
The latter we delegate to a separate sub-
systern, so the data going in and out of the
processing segment is only abstracted to favor
the processing segment itself. Such a specia
lized system might in turn use MP s well. Some
examples
- make the inputloutput units more :ntelligent.

For instance, making communication ports be
able to handle complex prolocols direclly, or
making storage devices intelligently cache the
data, or do data compression. Take special care
with user rnterfacing

* a separate 'human interface' subsystern can
free incredible amounts of processing powe[
and because it's a fairly specialized affair you
can get away with saving money on universality
to gain speed and offer specialized functions. ln

addition, such an approach keeps sometimes
very substantial flows of data local to 0ne
subsystem, where they will not interfere with
other processing tasks - just imagine how much
a single code for a letter A destined to be
printed on the screen is expanded, both in

matters of the amount of data being processed
and in the numbers of instructions executed for
that to happen, until it actually gets printed [ven
adding a single and relatively slow processor to
say handle the graphics can improve things
dramatically. Adding more to handle windowing,
3D, image compression and audio can make the
difference between a mediocre performer and a
prof essional workstation!

What we are left with what represenls the
more complex problems, to which there are
f rankly, no cookbook solutions. Howeve[ let's do
some exploring,

Parallel execution at lhe granularlty level of a

single machine instruction is possible, but to be

abie to reduce the overheads of deciding which
instructions are to be performed in parallel, the
scope has to be a low level one - for instance,
by looking at two consecutive instructions in a
program, we can examine whether they need
the results of each other to execute correctly,
and it not, both can be executed at the sarne
time This concept is frequently used in the later
generatrons of CPUs. The CPUs employing it

are called 'superscalar' CPUs, and most of the
time they execute more than one instruction at
a time with thp oreat mainritv hpino able to

'',.1"...}vvlll6

execute a maximum of two. Because the scope
of decision is so small, all the data needed is

localized very close in the system, which makes
the necessary hardware possible, if it is located
inside a single chip. Superscalar operation can
be expanded to more than two instructions,
however we soon have the problem of dimini-
shing returns, because we would need a scope
wider than only successive instructrons, other
wise, given only successive instructions there
are very little cases where the rnstruction's data
requirennents don't overlap, rnaking them suiia-
ble for parallel execution. lt has been shown
that ior typical CPUs it is completely ineffective
to have more than 4 execution units. ln fact,
adding one more, meaning that 5 insiructions
can be executed at once, will result in only a
few percent speed improvement, because there
are very little cases where 5 instructions have
non-overlapping data requirements, at least in
good quality code,

Parallel execution at the granularity level of a

task can be extremely useful in syslems where
it's normai io have a lot of small tasks running at
the same time. Because the tasks are small, the
resulting granularity is small as well, meaning
that even a simple scheduling algorithm will be
able to distribute them efficiently among availa-
ble CPUs. And, because there is a relatively high
number of them, it's unlikely that any CPU will be
completely ldle. However what it this occurs?
One solution could be a concept of distributed
computing, and which has to do with networ-
king. Given an environment of multiple machinEs,
each with a single uset but connected between
each other by a network, a mechanism can be
used to 'lend' unused resources on one user's
machine to another user who's machine is tied
in by some sort of a network. This is not as far
fetched as it seems in this day and age of
massive lnternet usage it would even be
conceivable to have thousands of computers
loosely connected, sharing resources. 0f
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course, to use them efficiently a method should
be devised to share only those resources which
will not be dramatically affected by the commu-
nication overhead of the network. This principle

can be widely used - the 'area' of the network
can be a single enclosure with many CPU

boards, or the whole world using the lnternet, or
phone lines.

The above solutions are either already being
used, or are nol thai difiicult to implement.
Some systerns are in fact eminently suitable Jor

expanding using these principles - and l'm glad
to say that the rnachines used by the QL
fraternity running QDOS, SMSQ or related

system software, fall into this category

The rnora radical approach€s
Obviously, there are a lot of 'mays" and

"coulds' in the above paragraph, and that irnplies

some"ifs" and"buts" as well - arguably, what we
need is a system that will exploit the inherent
parallelism of the tasks it's running automaiically.
I trequently call this 'the problem of a multipro-
cessing text processor', anyone who has the
slightest idea of how a word processor prograrn

works will be hard pushed tc find things in it that
can happen in parallel! Howevet that's exactly
what the ideal MP machine shouid be able to
do. Sounds too much like having your cake and
eating it too? Anyone that trgures out a way to
do this at least stands lo make a huge arnount
of money in the coming years, at least I think so.
My opinion is that this is the way computer
development will go in the next century, and
remembe[ that's less than 3 years from now Do
I have a solution? Well, I'm not a genius, and if I

did, I don't think l'd tell you anyway (he helll), but
that doesn't mean I have no ideas, nor that no
one has thought of this before. Many people
believe that the answer does not lie so much in

hardware as rt does in clever software, and
tools to produce it, From the above discussions
on scope and granularity it is quite obvious that
there isn't a single scope, nor a single level of
granularity that will solve the problem of a
practical MP computer Under that, I mean one
where the fact ihat it's a MP machine is obvious
only when you add another CPU and everything
runs faster

Many, and myselt included, think that a large
part of the problem lies in ihe inability to present
possible inherently parallel operations in the
most widely used programming languages
after all, you can only say things in a language,
for which it has words. However having a lan-

guage for parallel programming may not solve
the problem {in fact there are several languages
that have MP oriented versions, which enable
the programmer to specify 'co-routines' as
opposed to only 'sub-routines'). The reason for
this is that leaving it up to the programmer to
decide which parts of the code can be execu-
ted in parallel mean that the programmer also
decided on matters of granularity - and some
things that could happen in parallel might not be
obvious to the programmer One can argue thai
this is not even important -it's the machine that
should know what can be done in parallel. This
could mean that someone has to write a very
very intelligent compiler and frankly, looking at
lhe later offerings I am very sceptical aboui this,

to say the least. The solution would probably be
a language in which the description of a way to
accomplish a task never implies any sequentia
lity at all once the program is 'compiled' I have
put the former in quotes, because it is highly
likely that such languages can't be compilers in
the true sense - how the actual program will
ovor-r rto rnrill rlonond oroetlrr nn rnrhat ic alro:dv
going on in the machine, so for every possible
situation the optimal 'compiled' program would
have to be different, taking into account the
available resources. Hence, there would always
have to be an elernent of interpreter' rn such a
^,^^"^**;^^ t^^^,,^^^ Tl.^.^ ^"^ t^^^,,^^^-prugldrilililr rg rcilrBudgs. rilsr s dre rdilBudgc5
that have the property oJ this 'ambiguous

sequentiality' and the fact that they are all inter-
preters goes in favor of my previous argurnent.
ldeally, a program written using this language
should be independent of the hardware it's
being run on, and run correcily on a machine
with one or a thousand CPUs {not necessarily
with the same efficiency - after all, we can't
expect it to be capable of miracles).

Some useful properties
ln conclusion, a small exploration on proper-

ties of our hypothetical machine which are not
obvious, but can be deduced from the above.

1. Fault tolerance. A MP machine workrng
along the lines of the above ideas is rnherently
much more fault tolerant than the average corn
puter of today - it is highly unlikely that all parts

of the machine will fail simultaneously Rernem-
ber it can be highly distributed, according to the
distributed compuling principle. Also, it is concei
vable that in the event of failure, it could
continue processing with only partial resources,
that is, the ones that didn't tail
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2. Heterogeneous design. lf we demand uni

versality of programming, so that programs run
on different types of hardware, we have to
present an abstraction of ii to the programmer

and not the actual hardware. Because of this,

the actual CPUs and their instructions are
masked from the programmer and in fact,
except lacally in a single CPU, it is highiy
unlikely that the programmer will ever work at

the granularity level of a single instruction.
BecausE of this, the actual instructions are not
lhet imnnrt:nt moenino tho marhino r-nrrlrl rrcor|/vr rur

different kinds of CPUs. ln fact, it would even be
possible to tailor the 'character' of the machine
by including specialized CPUs, which can exe-
cute some specialized instructions - like floating
point, or matrix operations, for machines that are
used for serious number crunching, or hash pro-

cessors for databases. As long as the machine
as a whole can execute all the needed instruc-
tions, it will be able to execute the programs,

Possibly not with the highest possible efficiency
in all cases, but it would work.

3. Non obvrous specd improvcrnents. These
would come from two effecls
- the ability to exploit non obvious parallelism

in a prograrn, and the fact that context chranges
occur less often, if at all. Context changes hap
pen whenever the machine has to change what
it's doing temporarily, For instance, when chan-
ging from task to task in a multitasking environ-
ment, or when an interrupt occurs, In fact,

context changes occur f requently insrde a

single thread of execution - temporary data is
purged, new temporary data is created, parts of
memory are rnoved out of the way, same varia-
bles are used for completely different things,

etc. Some simulations have shown that such
context changes represent a sizable part of
programs, and when they disappear in MP
machines, because each context ends up
having its own CPU, the apparent speed gain is

better than the difference in the number of
CPUs executing the task sometimes quite
dramatically One team that researched this
showed that typical algorithms run on a system
with 4 CPUs, which should have shown a 4 fold
improvement compared to a single CPU, on
average show over a 6 fold improvemenl in

speed. Howeve[ as the number of CPUs
increases, the improvement becomes again pro
portional to the number of CPUs, provided they
all have something to do. Because of this, there
is another advantage which is purely technolo-
gical in nature - whereas a single CPU machine

can be upgraded by a faster CPU, when this
occurs with a MP machine it will still be faster
than the upgraded single CPU machine, simply
because the old, slower CPU is still there, unlike

in a single CPU machine, where :t was removed
in favour of the new one.

What good is it to me?
l'm sure that you have asked this question

more than once while reading this. Well, as a

reward to your patience, let me show you a

giimpse into ihe future of ihe QL
By now, surely you have heard, or possibly

read on the pages of this very magazine, that
there are two new products being prepared for
the QL, as successors to the SGC Both will

exploii at least some of the above principles. Of
course, MP is a huge field, so the advances will

not corne all at once, but rather in small
packages, but they will be there I cannot be
any more specific abcut the upcoming product

from Miracle, but I can about the one l'm

designing, and ihat's lhe GoldFire. Provisions
have been made for the GoldFire to be
upgraded by an additional CPU, so that both the
c0ncept of intelligent inputloutput and task
distribuiing is made possible by the hardware. ln
addition, there will be a provision to use multiple
GoldFire boards in a single system

The QL has always been a very progressive
machine, and I for one believe that's one of the
major reasons ii has survived for so long,

Therefore, it's only logical to continue the tradi-

tion by introducing MPand with a bit of luck the
QL might have a very bright future
m

Snippet's eor'mer- Fn!'t &
M. Knighf

This issue we have a substantiai listing for you
to type in, but all in a very good cause. This pro-

vides a Turbo and Q-Liberator compatible
replacement for the QL INPUT command with
several important advantages over the normal
QL input method especially if you want to write
multitasking programs using Turbo or Q-Liberator

Super*tDlT$ is a FuNction which returns a

string but it is much more.lt allows a default to be
set and this can be reirieved with SHIFT/ENTER

The TAB key works as a way of moving through
long input lines, as does SHIFT/TAB to move
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ProWesS is a new user environment for the QL.
ProWesS is short for 'PROGS Window Manager",
but it is much more than thal. Aparl from a new
window manager, ii conlajns all the system
extensions from PROGS, and is essential i{ you
want lo run pragrams which need these
extensions.
The ProWesS reader is a major part of the
package. lt is a hypertext document browser. This
meane ihat text liles which include formatting
commands (including pictures) and possibly links
to other files can be displayed and read in ihis
program, This is used in ProWesS to read (and
possibly print) tho manuals, and display the help
files. The hypertext documents whjch are used by
the ProWesS reader are in HTML format, the
format which is popular on lnternet to display
World Wide Web pages.
Another importanl aspect of ProWes$ is
possibiliiy lo allow programs to automat
install themselves on your system, and to be able
to run them without resetiing the system. This
means that, when you get a new program, all you
have to do is insert the disk and indicate "stan the
program in flpl_". a menu oprion in the ".rtilities"
button. To instail a program, you indicate 'install
software", and ihe software can be added to your
system. This way, you dont need to know how to
write a bool file to use the multi-tasking
capabilities of your computer.
ProWesS includes many programming libraries.
These include syslib, an interface to the operating
system, PRO{orma, a vector graphics system,
allowing rendering both on screen and on paper
(via a printer driver). The DATAdesign engine is
also part of ProWesS. lt is a relational database
system with a bonus, as you don't even need a
key field. You get a powerlul record at a time dafa
manipulation extension to the language you
already use. O,f course it also includes ProWesS
itseli, the new resolution independent window
manager.

DATAdesign - BEF 1200
LlNEdesign - BEF 1200

ProWesS - BEF 2400
Yuymznt terms t
\-ou have to nrn Pro-&'esS ro roke LlNEdesrgn, )AlA.iesrgn, [*:rrh, fontutils
end PFlist rvork (even though DATAdesign uses wman),
All ,arrr soh.rs.e is normelly sr:pplied on high densiry {HD) disLs. However
rhey crn be obtained orL double density @D) disks at cr extra cots of B3F
100. 'i.' usc .Lrr.:WesS arrd ary ol our odrer puckages, y..u rreei r systcru *itir ur
le ast ZN'15 ci nemory. ]bu should lrave a harriciisk although a &11 iisk systen
wili alsc -ro:k. Thc u;c oi SMSQ,€ :s sir..ngly rcconncndcd lbr cptimal u* c.i
lr..V/esS.
liyou ere VAT regGtered (specilv regisuatior number) or liwe outside the EEC.
the amoanr ro be paid is rhe ratsl {including postage) Jrvide,i by 1.2 I 1nc neeC
to pay too much).
PayruerrL carr ix il.ure by brr.Cheque irr tsE!, or by VISA, buc{lerd or
MesrerCanl. Credrt c*d orders can r handled by phoe. For crc<lit car.l.
please specifr' name of card ouner, cud number md erpiry Cate.

Posfage r Costs of poslage and packagmg have to be ad,jed.
You can choose the qualty. Rare dependo orr rro ofprograiris

- l fi,"'t)' -d,1 ----lF-',4''nrrfiAl
copie. illgrum Europe World Belgium-Europe World

fontutils - BEF 1?00

f ]tt'ior'b'-dJt-

All priccs arc in BEF, including 210,6 VAT

PFlist - BEF 600
fsearch - BEF 600

I o,,. lO0 200 240 100 l2C 145

tuo I 15 J40 410 I lj IqC :10
I or.l t6C 5b0 7lO toO JIJ 195

5 roli ld5 S70 l25J loi 55J ;C5

more 295 llJ0 l6]J l9i bOJ lit0

Never before has it been so easy to create, {ill in
and maintain your personal databases, To start a
new file, jusl type the names of the fields, To add
or delete a lield, no problem, just do it. To change
the nam€ oi a field, just indicate it.
What's more you can choose to look at only thos
fields you want, and in any order you specify.
you can select which records you wani to visw,
and which not.
DA.TAdesign allows you to have some hidden
eomments for each reoord, have a general look
the flle (in tabulaled form) or to transfer a record
into th€ scrap of hotkey buffer, so you can easily
import a record in your lavorite text processor or
editor I

Security is a slrong point for DATAdesign. Usually
files will be memory based, for maximum speed.
Files ean also be disk based, making sure all
changes are immediatly stor€d on disk, so evon
in the event of power failure, you can at most
loose the changes to one record I

Naturally, DATAdesign is good at sorting and
searching. And if you were using another
databas€, you can conv€* Archiv€ or Flashback
files to DATAdesign,
The new v4 o{ DATAdesign makes the program
even easier to use than before. You can now also
have QD-style icons on ysur screen to make the
program ev€n easier to apetate.
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This is the program which brought QL ecmputing
into the nineties. Finally you get access to a
modern technology, "vector graphics." This
means that your page will be stored in a
mathematical form, and not as a collection of
pixels.
With LlNEdesign, you can craate artistic
drawings, tgchnical drawings, procoss bitmaps
(even scale and rolate theml), and any kind of
veclor drawings. You can draw lines, curve$,
circles, ellipses, pies, squares, rectangles,
rectangles with rounded corners, and any
combination of these to create the most fabulous
drawings ever seen. Because LlNEdesign is a
vector drawing program, any part of the picture
can be moved, scaled, rotated, slanted without
any loss of precision or re$olution. ln LlNFdesign,
pictures ars device indepondant, meaning
the printoul will b€ the same on any printer (e.9,
same size and positioni.
Also LlNFdesign is good at handling text. You can
easily pul titles and full paragraphs on the page.
All the fonts can be displayed at any size,
rotation, etc. All the fonts whidr are available lo
ProWeeS can be used in LlNEdesign.
LlNEdesign is a drawing program, but il can also
be used by people who are not good at drawing,
LlNEdesign is a great program for making
leaflets, posters, and any kind of printed work.
Lots oJ elipart and extra fonts ar€ available from
public domain libraries and BBS's. You can even
import Adobe I llustrator files.
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Easy to use program to creaie listings on any
printer (especially inkjet and laser). This ProWesS
application allows you io indicate the files which
have to be printed. Each column contains a footer
which can include the lilename and filedate. The
listings alway$ allow perforation. PFlist can deate
your listings in two columns and in landscape (or
both),

File
the choice to search only files with a certain
extension, and whether or not the directory tree
has to be scanned. AII occurences of the
searchstring will be displayed with line number or
offset. You can also use special matching
features. like case dependent, rnatching a space
with a $tretch of whitespace, and searching for a
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_E^-^+ manage your font collection. You can preview
lUf lL- fonts on screen, see what characters exist in au 

" ." font and convert Adobe Type 1 and similar fonts
UttLS for use in ProWesS.
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backwards. The up and down arrows move to
the start and end, pressing F4 forces a redraw
and ESCape can be used to abort the edit and

return to the calling routine, returning only an

[SCape character: This means the prograrn

incorporating Super-EDIT$ can allow users to
abort a save by pressing tSCape if they call up
the input prompt accidentally. A maximum length
is set for the string supplied so filenames no

longer need to be truncated to the QDOS iimit

after inpui Super-EDIT$ serves multitasking
programs well since pressing F4, the standard

QL redraw key, will redraw even il the program is

in ihe middle of input. F5 clears the pronrpt to
allow the user to start from scratch.
It might seem over ambitious to write a

replacement for INPUT using SuperBASlC but in

fact it works very well on anything other than an

original unaccelerated QL interpreter lt cornpiled
with Q-Liberator or Turbo it becomes indistin
guishable from built in routines for input as far as

speed and responsiveness are concerned.
SBASIC also gives the routine a new lease of
life

The Turbo Toolkit rncludes a similar routine in

machine code, but it does not offer the default
returning behaviour or ESCape option of
Super*[DlT$ nor the screen redraw during
input All of these can be important. ln addition
Super-EDIT$ allows the programmer to decide
where in the string the cursor is presented, so
users can be reminded not to change the file

extension for example, or can be given the
cursor at the start of input if this seems more
appropriate.

f-lsting 6b

3r"r"60 cunDrs#0
3L755 CURSEN#Tk-CtrannelS

31205 CURDIS#Tk-Cb,atmea%

3L2fi CURSEN#O

3L250 CURDIS#Tk*Channel%
31255 CURSEN#0

Listing 6

100 MoDE 4
1l_0 frNDoLr 252,2a2, 256,23
l-20 WIND0W#Z t 252, 2A?, 4, 23
l-r0 I{INDOW#O t 5O4, 32, 4,224
l"l'0 FoR Chan-o T0 2
$A INK#Chan;7
160 PAPER#Chan;0
170 B0RDER#Cba:1;1,2
180 CLS#Chan
190 END FOR Cban
204 ".

210 Default$= ilTest*DATrt

220 FileDev$=r'flp]*-u
230 PRINT#2;"Test and deno routine.rr;

The main listing assumes the Turbo Toolkit is
present and uses the CURSOR-ON and
CURSOR-OFF commands. For users without this
SuperToolkit ll provides the alternative though
Toolkit ll cannot be distributed with your
programs and the runtime Turbo Toolkit can. Non
Turbo users should alter the relevant lines to
match those in listing 6b,

Once you have typed the test listing run it
several times and try various things to get a ieel
for it. Type some garbage then press SHIFTi

ENTFR to see the default return to the screer"r;
press F4 to see the screen redraw use the TAB

key and the up and down arrows. Try typing
something too long to get a feel lor the way the
code rejects overlong input. lf you like think of
some addiilons and try t0 irnplement them, but
back it up first.

There is some good news for those who have
been reading and don't like typing; the listing of
all the Snippet's Corner routines so far will be
available from public domain libraries SJPD and

QUBBESOFT PD, The tile will be bundled with
some utilities for programmers to use including
the QL's best SuperBASlC listing program
(modest aren't l?) and there may be some bonus
routines on the disk too Leave it a couple of
weeks to give them time to sort it out then write
or phone. For the continuation of Snippet's
Corner keep asking for what you want!
ISeriously write and tell us whaf you like fo see
- thl's was fhe last of Mark's prepared parts of
Snppet's eorner We also hope fo have all thc
listings on our nexf cover disk - EditorJ
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240 PRINT#2;\\"The default string is: t'\\Default$
250 TestFileName$-$upsr*nDlT$(1,1,0,"Enter the filenaure to save on '!&FileDev$,Defau1t$,J6,
IAIJ (Default$) -, )
260 IF TestFileNane$=cHR$(27) THEN

27A PRINT#2;\r'Eseape key pressed, no saverl
280 ErSE
29A PRINT#2;\r'Save to:"\\ FileDev$& TestFileName$
3OO END IF
310 t

3l-105 DEFine FuNetion Super--EDIT$ {Tk-Channel%, Tk*I.ineNum%, Tk-ColNum#, Tk-Prompt$, Tk-Default$,
Tk--Maxl,ength%, Tk-CursovPo s9 )
31110 L0Ca1 Tk-Choice,Tk-Keyloop,Tk-0ffset%
3L11,, L0Cal- Tk-Nex$tring$(Tk-MaxLength%)
3LL2A Tk-Ner^iString$=Tk*-Default$
3\725 Tk*0ffset%=Tk-CursorPosl-1
3t13A Ii' Tk*offset%,LEN(TkjsewString$) THEN TK-0ffsetS=LEN(Tk--Newstring$)
3L135 IF Tk-0ffset%( 0 THEN Tk-Offset%=0
3tI40 CLS#Tk-Channel%
31L4, AT#Tk-ChannelS;Tk r.i.neNun$,Tk*Colilum%

3flrA PRINT#TLChannelS,Tk*Prompt$;
313.55 Clear-SUFFER Tk-Charu)e16
3LL60 CURS0n-oFF#O
3LL65 CURS0R-0N#Tk-Channel%
3LL7 O Show-STRING Tk-Channel%, Tk-LineNum%+L, Tk-Co1Nun9, Tk--New$tring$
3LL75 REPeatTk-Keyloop
Jl1BO AT#Tk-ChannelS;Tk LineNum$+l,Tk-ColNunS+Tk*0ffsetl|
3LLB5 Tk*Cho ice=CoDE ( lNmY$ ( #Tk_Channel% , -L) )

3l-i-90 SELect 0N Tk-Choiee
37L9' =27
3QAA CLS#Tk-Charmel%
3MA5 CURS0R-0FF#Tk-ChannelS
3L21A CURS0R_0N#O

312a5 RETurn cHR$(27)
31220 =2r4
3122, Tk--NewString$=TK-Default$
3LnA Show-STRINO Tk*Channel%,Tk*LineNun%+L,Tk-ColNun$"Tk-NewString$
3L235 Tk-0ff$et%=Tk*CursorPos%-1
3L240 =10
3L245 ClS#Tk-Clrannel%
3L25A CURS0L0FF#Tk-Channel%
31251 CURSOR_0N#0

3L26A RET\rn Tk-NewString$
3L265 =9
3Q7A REMark TABulate
3L275 Tk*0ffset%=Tk*0ffset%+8
31280 =253
31285 REMark SHIFTlTABulate
3X29A Tk*0ffset%=Tk-0ffset%-8
31295 =208
3L300 REMark UP

3L305 Tk:Offset%=0
3L3t0 =216
3L3L5 REMark DOWN

3t320 Tk-Offsetl=LEN( Tk-Newstring$)
3L325 -L92
3L330 REMark LEFT
31335 Tk_0ffset%=Tk_0ffset%- ( Tt_Oftsetg' O)

3L340 =248
31345 REMark !'5
3#5A REMark xxxx lsfsf,s t-ihole line
3L355 Ttrt-JrlewString$=r'r'
3].J6A Show-STRING Tk-Channelf;fk-LineNum%+l-,Tk*ColNun%,Tk-NewString$
3L36' =200
3#7A REMark RIGHT
31375 Tk-0ffset$=Tk-0ffset%+1
3r-380 =32 T0 191
31385 IF tnN(Tk--liewstring$)<Tk-J.taxlengthg TmN
3139A Tk--NewString$=Add-CHAR$(Tk-Newstring$,Tk-0ffsetl+1,CIIR$(Tt*Ctroice))
3L395 AT#Tk-Char:ne1fr; Tk l.ineNun#+l, Tk-ColNun$+TL0 ff set%
J1400 PAN#Tk-ChanneLfi;6,4
3L4A5 PRINT#TLChannel%; CHR$ (Tt-Cnoiee) ;
3L1]-r. Tk-0ffsetl=Tk-0ffset9+1
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3L415 ErSE
3L4-2A Super-3EEP
3L425 END IF
3L4A =L94
31435 REMark CTRL LEFT

3141A If' mN(Tk-liewstring$),0 TItrEN

3It-45 1F Tk-Offset%,O T}{gN

3]-450 Tk-IewStrinB$=De1-cHAR$ ( lk-NewSiring$, Tk-0ffset$)
3L455 AT#Tk-Channel-S; Tk-Lj.neNun$+1, Tk--ColNum%+Tk-0ffset%-1
3746A PAN#Tk-Channeaf6;-6,4
31t+6, Tk-0ffset%=Tk-0ffset%*L
3t47O END rF
31/+7' FND IF
3\48A =2A2
3L485 REMaTK CTRL RIGHT

3L49a Tk-l,lewString$=De1*Cl{AR$(Tir-}lewstring$,Ti<-Offset%+.I)
31495 AT#Tk*Channel%; Tk-LineNum%+l", Tk-Co1-lIum9+TL-0f fset$
3$0A PAN#Tk-ChanrneL%;'6'&
?15N6 JLL
2-/v/

315ffi REMark Reset-,SCREEN

3LtI5 CLS#Tk-Channel%
3L52A AT#Tk-Cbannel$; Tk-I.ineNunf, Tk-Col-Nurn%

3L525 PRINT#Tk-CharurelS; Tk-Prompt$;
3Lfia ShowJTRINGTk-Channel%,Tk-LineNun$+1,Tk-Co1Num6,Tk--$ewString$
31535 =REMAINDER
3$4a NEXT Tk*Keyloop
3151-, END SELeet
3$5a IF Tk-offset%,tEN(Tk-Ner,rString$) THEN Tk-0ffset%=LBN(Tk-NewString$)
33,515 IF Tk-Offset%< 0 THEN Tk-Offset%=O
3L560 END REPeat Tk*Keyloop
31565 AND DEFine Super*-EDIt$
3L574 :

315?5 DEFine PRo0edure Show-STRING(Tk*Channelg, Tk-T.ineNurn9, Tk-ColNun%, Tk-Any$)
3l-5S0 A?#Tk-Clrannel%;Tk-tineNun%, Tk*ColNun%
37585 CLS#Tk-Channel%;3
3159A PRINT#Tk*Channel%;Tk-Any$;
3L595 CIS#TCCnannelS;4
31600 END DEFine Show-STRING
31605 t

3l-6L0 DEFine PR0Cedure Super--BEEP
3L615 BEEP /1000, t,t},500,2
31620 END DEFine Super--BEEP
JLOZ) i

3 1630 DEFlne PR0Cedure Clear--BUFFER ( tX-Ctrannelf )

3163, LoCal Tk*Keyloop
3$4.A RXPeat Tk-Keyloop
31645 IF INKEY$i#1k-Channel-S)=t'n ttut RETurn
3L65A EhE REPeat Tk-Keyloop
31655 EhrD DEFine Clear*SUFFER
3L66A :

31665 DEFine FuNct ion De1-CHAR$ ( Tk-iny$, Tk-lelPos% )

3L67A L0Cal Tk-Stringlength%
3167, Tk-Stringlength$=tEN(Tk-AnV$)
31"680 IF Tk-$tringlength$=0 TI{EN RETlrrn ""
31685 IF Tk--DelPos%<1 0R Tk--DelPos%>LEN(rLAny$) THEN RETurn Tk-.Any$
3t690 IF Tk-Stringlengthg=l TmN BETtrn 'rrr

3169, IF Tk-*DelPos%=Tk-Stringlengths THEN RETurn Tk-.Any$(1 T0 Tk-DelPosS-1)
3L700 IF Tk-DelPos%=l- THEN RETurn Tk-Any$(z T0 Tk-Stringlengtlr%)
31705 RETurn Tk-Aay$(1 T0 Th-DelPos%-1)&Tk-Any$(Tk-DelPosl+l T0 Tk-Stringlengtb%)
3171-0 END DEFine DeI*CIIAR$
)Lt r) "

31720 DEFine FuNction Add-CHAR$ (Tk-Any$, Tk-AddPos%, Tk-.AddIn$)
3172, L0Cal Tk*Stringlength$
3LnA Tk*stringleneth$=LE$(Tk-Any$)
3L?35 IF TLiddPosg(1 0R Tk-AddPos6>tEN(TLAny$)+1" THEN RETurn Tk--{ny$
3fi4A IF Tk-AddPosS=LEN(Tk-.Any$)+1 IUXN RETurn Tk-Any$&Tk--{ddln$
31745 IF TkjddPos%=1 TI{EN REllurn Tk-.dddln$&Th-{ny$
3L75A RETurn Tk-3ay$(1 T0 ?k-AddPosg-1)&Tk-iddln$&Tk-Any$(Tk-AddPos% T0 Tk stringlengtbs)
31?55 END DEFine Add*CHAR$
3fl6A :

K
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Log$ce! Fumdamentnls -
Fl^-& drql L I

Sfuarf &'foneyball

The inner workings of a computer like the QL
are not irnpenetrable but are a sor.Jrce ol {asci-
nation. Here I hope to begin to unravel the
mysteries of electronic logic circuits that drive
computers.

Boolaan AlEebra
This is the branch of mathematics, namEd

after a chap called Boole, that describes the
functionality of digital circuitry, The terms 'logic'

and 'digrtal' mean the same thing in this context
and essentially refer to a system where a

variable can have just one of 2 states: true or
{alse. The term 'signal'is widely used to refer to
the transfer of information from one place to
another i.e. from an output of one devrce to
inputs of others. ln electronics 'true' is often
represenied by a high voltage and 'false' by a
low voltage. On paper we usually write '1'or'H'
(high) for true and'0'or'L'(low) for false

There are just 3 fundamental elements used
to manipulate logrc. First, the inverter,

A*Dp*r
The A is the input and the F is the output lf

you apply a high to the input A then F will show
a low; and applying a low to A will give a high
onF

This is represented by the Superbasic'
F=NOTA

Next there is the AND gate. This combines 2

0r m0re inputs to give a single output. A 3 input
AND gate is drawn as follows,

The AND gate is represented by the
Superbasic'

F-AANDBANDC
F is high when all A, B and C are high,

otherwise it is low

A

m

EJ

&2 GL &deg

Finally there is the OR gate This again has 2
or more inputs and a single output:

This is represented by,

F.A0RB0RC
F is high when any one 0r more of A, B or C

are high, oiherwise it is low.

All the logic in the QL (ie. all the circuitry bar
the ll0 and power supply) such as the proces-
soI memories and interface logic can be con-
structed from these 3 logic elements.

Truth Tables
There is a rnore explicit way of representing

the above functions and that is to list all

possible input conbinations of an element
together with the corresponding output levels.
For the inverter there are only 2 possible input
combinalions which makes its truth table qirite

small,

The following truth iables are for a 2 input
AND gate and a 2 input OR gate,

AND Gate: 0R Gate; ABrF

A

FI

AEiF
o o-fo
orlo
10 0

rrlr

o o-toorlr
101
t_1 1_

The following example shows how logic ele-
ments can be combined, 0n the QL keyboard
the effect of pressrng the tNTtR key can also

be obtained by simultaneously pressing the
CTRL and J keys. We could represenl this by:

ENTER-key

CTRI*key

J-Iey

ENTER-effect

or in Superbasic,
ENTER_e f f ect = ENTER-l<ey 0R ( 0 TRLkey AND J_key )



Suitable nannes have been given to the input
and output signals but ncte that no name is

given to the signal from the AND gate output to
the OR gate input because it is not used
outside of the circuit lt is worth satisf ying
yourself that this circuit does the required job.

T'here is another type of gate called the
exclusive OR. This is a 2 input deviee where the
output is high when one, but not both, of the
inputs are high and is drawn,

Superbasic,
F=AXORB

It can be made as follows

Work through ihis and you will see that that
the lower input of the final AND gate is normally
high allowing the 0R function to tollow through
except when both A and B are high

Something reminiscent of ihe XOR is often
found in buildings where 2 switches control one
light. lf you imagine I of the switches to be the
,4 input, the other the B input and the light itself
to be the F output, then when you change the
state of one switch the state of the light
changes exactly like the XOR gate

XOR Gate:

,{nother widely used circuit is the multiplexer
This selects one of its inputs and passes the
value on the selected input straight through to
the outpui lt is used for routing signals and is

coniructed as follows,

4Flr
00 0

or]r
l-0 1

r_1 0
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This is equivalent to the following Superbasic
f unclicn:

l-00 DEFine FlrNctian F(ArBrSeleetion)
110 IF NOT Selection
120 RETurn A

130 nLSE

l-40 RETurn B

L?A END IF
l-60 END DEFine F

Truth table: A B Selection F

ux u u
l_x 0 1

x0 t_ 10
x1 1 1

Note that for convenience the 'X' in the truth
table means 'don't care' since it can be
replaced with either a '1' or a '0' and the table
will remain correct,

Sornetimes a gate followed by an inverter is

condensed into a single symbol called a NAND

in the case of an AND, and a NOR in the case of
an 0R

is equivalent to

All the above are called combinatorial
because they have no storage. ln other words
the outputs depend purely on the current state
of the inputs. Contrast that with the following
R-S flip-flop whose output also depends on
history,

A



The R is the Resei input and the S is the Set
input There are 2 outputs Q and /Q (read'NOT
Q") Normally both the R and S inputs are low
but look what happens if the R is put high. On a
NOR gate if either input is high then the outpui
must be low. ln this case the R input is high so
the Q output must be low regardless of the
value of /Q {its other input}. Looking at the lower
NOR gate both the Q and S are low sc its out-
put, /Q, is high Now look again at the upper
gate; since its input connected to /Q is high its
output, Q, must be low regardless of the R input.
This means that if R is returned to low the Q
remains iow and the /Q remains high. Similarly if
the S input is temporarily pulsed high {i.e. put
high for a while and then put back low again)
the /Q will go low and the Q will go high and

both outputs will remain in this state. What this
means is that the circuit has remembered which
of the R and S inputs was last pulsed. The /Q is
called the /Q because it is simply the inverse of
Q. Usually wilh R-S flip-flops the state of the

outputs is undefined when both R and S inputs
are high and this state ol affairs should be avoi-
ded although in this case both the Q and /Q
outputs will be low temporarily,

The R-S flip flop can be used to store
value of from a single data input D using
following circuit:

Write

The /D input is derived from the D input by
passing it through an inverter {not shown) The

box marked "R-S F/F' contains the previously

described R-5 flip flop circuit. The circuit opera'
tion is quite easy When the Write input is low

both S and R are low and so the F output
remains stable, But when Write goes high S = D
and R = NOT D so only one o{ S and R are high
It follows, therefore, that F = D. Now, when the
Write goes low both S and R will be low and so
F keeps the state that D was in whilst Write was
high. The value that was on D has thus been
stored, This is effectively a 1 brt store lf you

were to build up 67108864 of these you would
have ihe B megabytes of memory found on the

QXLI
x

the
the

1D

sa
K-$
F/F

RIQ

Labc8 Typewriter
Dilwyn "iones

Following on from Darren Branagh's Enveloper
program in Vol. 2 lssue 2, here is a simple t0 use
label typewriter program, written in SuperBASlC
Often we don't need to print all of a long list of
labels, or we don't need to fire up a large data-
base if all we need to do is to send one or iwo
letters to people whose addresses we can
remember from memory.

Quite simply, all this program does is to allow
you to type in a few lines of text, then asks you
how rnany copies to print {any reasonable
numbe[ rn case you wish to keep a supply o{

address labels to a particular person, and how
much left margin to apply. The margin is simply
specified as a nurnber of spaces, meaning you

can after a little practice cenlre the text on the
label, tor example

On the assumption that you'll always want to
print to the sarne device, the printer port is

assigned in line 130. Change it to port$ = 'StRl'
i{ your printer is hooked up to StRl. I use mine
on the parallel port PAR on my QXL,

The variable 'lines%' in line 160 assumes you

are using continuous labels where the gap from
the top of one label io the next is 1.5 inches (38

mm or 9 lines). The value assigned is the num

ber cf lines of text between the start of one
label and the next. As my printer uses 6 lines of
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text per inch, and the labels are 1.5 inches, this
means 9 lines of text per label. lf you use 2 inch

[50 8 mm) labels, you'd set iines% to have a
value of 12 Obviously, if there is a gap between
the end of one label and the next, you have to
leave the last line or two blank when typing in

the data A brief trial and error will quickly show
you whai you can do with your labels.

On-screen, the display shows a ruler above
and below the label typing area. Type in each
line, and press ENTER as you would on a type
writer: For blank lines, just press ENTER, of
course, with no charactErs showing. You can
move the cursor along a line being entered, and
delete characters with CTRL LIFT and CTRL
RIGHT arrow keys in the usual way, but you
can't move up back to the previous line. lf you
make a mistake, lust break into the program
(CTRL SPACE) and start agaln

i-00 REMark Simple Label Typewriter

London QL Traders Show
Dilwyn Jones

For some time, lbny Firshman has organised
these shows at the St Helen's Church Hall in
London, which is just off the A40 Westway into
London. This venue has ample space, is well

1i-0 :

120 REMark change next line if printer is on a different port e.g"SER1
130 port$ - tpar'
140 :

150 REMark change next line for number of lines per label
l-60 li-nes% = 9
r-?0 :

l-80 REPeat program
190 CLS : CLS #0 : INK 7
20A CSIZE 2,A : PRINTT LABEL TYPEWRITERT

zLA Lines% - 9 : REMark how many lines from top of one 1abe1 to the next
22A DIM array6(fines%) ; INK 2 : CSTZE 0,0
8A PRINT I ....:"...1-....t."""2....:" .""3"...:..../''
24A INK 4 : FOR & = 1 T0 lines% : PRINT a;': ,

2rA lNK 2 : PRINT I "...:""".1-."".:""..2".".:..."3""".:"""./*,26A TNK 7: FOR a ' 1T0 lines%: AT a+1r2 : INPUT arrayg(a)
270 AT lines%+Jr0 : INPUTrPrint how many eopies (O to quit) ? t;copies%
280 IF copies% = 0 THEN EXIT program
29A AT lines% + 5,A: INPUTtl,eft nargin - how nany spaces ? t;spaces%

300 OPEN #3,port$
310 FORa=lT0copies%
32A AT lines% + 7,A : PRINT'PrJ.nting label r;a
330 FOR b = 1T0 llnes% : PRINT #3,FILL$(' ,rspaees%);aryayg(U)

340 END FOR a
35A CLOSE #3

160 END REPeat program
370 PRTNTVPROGRAM FTNTSIJED. '

The ruler has been limited to just 40 charac
ters for iwo reasons. First, most address labels
are about 3 to 4 inches wide, and secondly if
you are using the default monitor windows (e.g.

alter a WMON 4 command) this will just fit on a

line in mode 4.

ll you are using a wider window and want
wider rulers, just edit lines 230 and 250, which
print the rulers. lf using mono monitors, the red
ruler ink (lNK 2) may be difficult to read, so
change the ink colour to 4 or 7 to suit your
needs,

This program is neither advanced nor difficult
to understand, Having typed it all in, yori'll have a

quick typewriter ready to prepare instant
address labels without having to struggle with a

larger database program when it's not really
needed.

known to QL users in lhe area and has ample
on-street parking, making it a popular venue for
QL shows.

For those who, like me, got there by public
transport, the day was marred by awf ul delays on
the only underground train link to the local station,
Ladbroke Grove, caused by 'essential engineer-
ing works' at Edgware Road station, causing a

normally 10'15 minute journey to turn into a 50
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minute plus journey with a convoluied change of
lrains en-route and an infrequent crowded shuttle
service for the lasl part of the journey. Alihough
Tony Firshman is well known as someone who
can fix just about any QL problem, even he

couldn't sort this one outl
As usual for such shows, most of the QL

traders and notables were present. For the first
parl o{ the day at least il began to look as if the
traders would outnumber the punters, bul more
and more people attended as the day wore on.

Although not directly selling products at shows
!l--^^ -l^..^ ^:, ^^ ^^^^:^+:"^* r\n-^^^L ^^ -^r^:ltile5e udyS srnLe dppuililrilg L/DrdilLil d5 rerdil
agents, Stuart Honeyball of Miracle Systems was
present and keen to promote his latest design,
referred to as the Ultra Gold Card. lt seems his
latest little Miracle will sport a powerful 68050
processor, RAM memory via slandard SIMII/ card
slots, feature high quality digital audio capabilities
(of interest 10 me personally, since I'm a sound
lechnician in my day-jcb) and will require a Super
Gold Card alongside it, with interconneclion via
something like QPlane. Jusl imagine, a system sc
powerful it has a Super Gold Card as an l/0
processor! .4t the lime of this show the design
was still in its infancy which means that the alter-
native Goldfire unit from Qubbesoft P/D should be
first to market. Stuarl told me that former Miracle
employee Jeremy Reeves has rejoined the com-
pany to work on new projects. This has unfortu-
nately meant lhe cancellation of the sound card
project detailed in QL Today recently, as Jeremy
will now need to concentrale on the advanced
sound facilities for the UllraGoldCard

Qubbesott PID's stand was staffed as ever by
Ron and Kath Dunnett, and they did quite a trade
in remaining stocks cf Aurora and Qubide {Vl53
ROhl), being sold at a special shr:w price New
features in this version of Qubide allow Discover
users to read alien format removeable media
such as MS-DOS formal EZ-135 cartridges How-
ever, if you upgrade to this rom versron {upgrades
now cost 5 pounds), the map layout has changed,
so you'll need to run a conversion utility supplied
to update the map. Of course, this demands you
make a full backup first, in case something goes
wrongl This conversion process needs to be run
separaiely for all removable media. Ron was kept
busy fielding enquiries as to the non-appearance
of fhe Aurora high colour drivers.

Qubbesoft also displayed their new issue 25
calalogue, which lists two new general collections
of 10 PDlFreeware programs on disks PD15 and
FD16, including many pointer driven programs
such as a pointer driven Quill *DOC file viewer
ScratchQl which offers drag and drop text
transfer between most QL programs, and Doctol
a pointer driven utility for viewing and editing files
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of any type. Also included are an updated U.K.

STD telephone codes list, and Smash, a utility to
compress executable files while keeping them
executable Qubbesoft were evaluating a ZiP disk
of some 2,800 QL screens clipart and viewer
utilitles which may be available soon on YZ'135
and ZIP cartridges.

QBranch had a substantial presence at the
show, offering their familiar wide range of
products, probably now the largesi single retailer
of QL software Whai they refer to as 'the last
ever batch of Super Gold Cards'have now been
^^^*,,t^^r, *^-J l^^r ^.,^- L^^^,.^^ ^ ^L:^,-^*i -.^ilrdilutdLrureu - rd5r ever ueLdu5e d Lilrp u5uu uil
the board is now obsolele. This batch of Super
Gold Cards does not have the 5 volt socket and
can optionally be purchased ready for use with
the Q-Plane from Qubbesofl P/D for assembly
into a {ower case, for example, although units
converled in this way willnot plug into a standard
QL Roy Wood and Steve Hall also displayed their
Braquet plastic mounling adaptor f or Aurora
users to attach their ,Aurora cards to the standard
mounting holes found in PC cases without having
lo redrill substaniial parts of the cases. Keith
Mitchell helped them demonstrate a batch of
second user colour SVGA monitors being sold
for just 65 pounds These had been slightly
modified for use with the Aurora to ensure ihey
managed to display all available resolutions

The new pointer driven accounts program,

Q-Count, written by John Miller of the Bristol area
sub-group, was available. Roy Wood was in full
accord with those who say that pointer driven
programs are the only way forward for QL
software. lt is becoming quite clear now that as
soflware aulhors become more and more familiar
with the pointer environment, most of the soft-
ware being produced looks likely to be pointer
driven, even PD/Freeware programs, so now is

the right time to consider making the investment
(time and money) 1o equip your system with
pointer environment and to try to spend enough
time to ensure you learn the system throughly as
a user, even if you have no intenlions of writing
your own applications for it. As if to emphasise
their comrnitment in this direction, QBranch have
been supplying a free supplement with QPAC2
which gives a useful first introduction lo the
system by explaining how QBranch set up and
use their systems using pointer environment. Go
to a QL show these days and you'llfind that most
QL syslems on display there seem to run this
syslem, or al least have it on board. Of course,
nobody is saying you have to convert to a

system you think you may not be able to master,
but mosl people who spend some time learning
pointer environment and QPAC2 end up asking
themselves why they didn't move to this environ-



ment on their syslems sooner
Since Quo Vadis Design decided to stop

retailing QL software and become a software
house instead, QBranch took the bull by the
horns and took on board programs like Barry
Ansell's Page DesignEr 3 and Qlndex, along with
most of the programs fron ltalian software house,
frgon Developrnent. They also have v2.11 of Line
Design from Belgian sofiware house PROGS,
now converted to running under Prowess, the
exiended window manager software used as the
basis of alinew PROGS programs Prowess ilself
' | .-:t,t,t, t. t.__- nn--__t
ts atso availaDre separarery lrom QUrancn.

Bill Richardson of W N Richrdson & Co had on
display a wide range of Speclrum, 288 and QL
bils and pieces lf you fancy obtaining a spare QL,
or another QL circuit board to build into a cased
system, or for the spare parts value, Bill can
supply ihem for various prices dependent on
condition. Also on this sland were the by now
hard to obtain ED drives and diskettes. The
drives on display were uncased Sony or
Mitsubishi types, ideal if you wished lo add them
to a cased system for example. Spare parts are
also available from this company, and they are
now one of the few suppliers of those ubiquitous
little serial to parallel converter printer leads, now
manufactured by TF Services, who can also
supply them in a version with a 9-pin D connector,
suilable for use with the Aurora PC-siyle serial
port connectors for example.

The TF Services stand was as usual dominated
by the L[G0 robot, being controlled by an
inlerface from a Nlinerva \/1k2l7C bus The latest
release from TF Services was SuperHermes Lite,
a cut-down and much cheaper version of Super-
Hermes. The Lile version offers the general
Hermes improvements such as io the sound and
serial ports, along with the keyboard interface
from SuperHermes, though without the additional
serial ports and a few other features. QL Today
hopes to review this new product soon.

As usual there was a constant stream of visi-
tors to the Jochen Merz Software stand, keen to
update their soflware {buy some faster disk
drives Jochen, PLEASII) and io see demos of

QPC, SMSQII and to subscribe 1o QL Today of
course. An interesting development I noticed was
that a nurnber of ex-QL users who have migrated
to using PCs (shame on theml) for their work, for
example, were coming along having heard about
the show via the lnternet or local radio and heard
ihat a software based QL emulator was available
f rom JMS, enquired about the possibility oi
getting their old QL software running on their PC.
Many had liked using the QL software, but the
hardware had perhaps proved inadequate for
their requirements, or they simply needed the
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ability to use FC software. But it was obvious
from their comments that they were nol com-
pletely happy wlth these computers, that if they
found themselves able to use their QL software
on the PC wllhout having lo have two computers
around their house, they would quite willingly do
so once they knew what the emulator was about.
Jochen Merz says that the fact he's picked up
several QPC sales from ex-Ql- users who {ound
information about QPC on the World Wide Web
was behind his decision to start his own Web site
ln a way it's quite funny to find Jochen eating his
own words in this respect, as he's never been a
great fan ol email or the internet in general.
Ceriainly, if a Web presence leads to him being
able to sell QPC to many ex-QL users and thus
bring them back into the fold, this is a develop-
ment to be welcomed.

Jochen also demonstrated the latest version of
his QD editol now offering word wrap, margins
etc, which while they do not make it a full blown
word processor certainly increase ils usefulness,
as word wrap means you can write simple letters
etc on it but don't expect full text reformatting etc
as you'd get in Quill or other QL word processors.

QMenu is now at version 7.03 and offers many
new facilities added at lhe request of program-
mers like myself. For the BASIC programmer mosl
of the new facillies are impiemented as optional
extra parameters to the BASIC extensions, thus
maintaining compatibilily with older versions as
long as you don'l use the new facilities.
Programmers who make use of these new
facilities should make il clear in the documen-
tation which version of menu-rext (the

extensions file from QMenu] their program
requires. Since version 7 of QMenu is fairly new
many users will still have older versions on their
system and the need to pay Jochen Merz a

royalty on distribution of menu-rext with a pro-
gram means that il doesn't get included wilh
PD/Freeware programs, so if such a program fails
with a 'bad parameter' error on accessing a

QMenu extension, thls may be one reason,
namely that their version of menu*rext is too old.
New features include the f xlended tsuiton,
default directory oplion in DIR-SELICT$, ability
to select files by type number rather lhan just

extension in FlLt-StLtCT$, inrproved multi-line
request options in RfAD*STRING$, sprite
address options (rather than text)for buttons, and
window colour enquiry lor GET-DEFAULT$

QPC was at version 120, including SMSQ/I
version 2.84. There were quite a few colour note'
book PCs running QPC al the show
dernonstrating that the dream of a porlable QL is
in one way at least a reality. Marcel Kilgus, aulhor
of QPC, was also in attendance, answering



questions from users and making notes of new
features requesled. He was asked if he had any
plans to produce a version which ran fully under
Windows, rather than just in a DOS window as at
present. Marcel replied that this would invclve a

huge amount of work, and was unlikely in the
shori term at least, although he would be looking
at the possibility

Geoff Wicks of Just Words was at the show
and is likely Io be a more frequent visiior to Bri-
tish shows now that he resides in England. He
had his range of software on display, and said that
many of his cusiomers had boughi ihe special
offer packs of his software, rather than just

buying the one program. He also confirmed that
he planned to iook at producing poinler driven
versions of his programs, where he believed that
there would be a demand for poinler versions of
individual applications

Quanla's stand was staffed by the new Secre-
tary, Roy Brereton, known to members as a past
chairman and software head librarian. Roy now
also doubles up as head soflware librarian, since
the decision was laken lo reduce the number of
librarians io save on costs in this cost-conscious
age, and also because demand for use of the
library has fallen recently. Quanta are also looking
al the possibility of moving to bi-monthly
publication, or changing to A4 size newsleiler like

QL Today. Roy was at pains to point out that the
cost of membership at 14 pounds has not
changed since the 1980s, so it was understan-
dable lhat because of increased costs, options
such as increasing the membership fee or steps
to reduce costs had to be considered, and new
chairman Robin Barker is known 1o be keen io
iackle these issues and to sort them out as
quickly as possible Hopefully, if Quania moves io
bi-monthly newsletter publication, we can ensure
thal QL Today and Quanla appear orr alternate
months to give QL users who subscribe to both (l

hope you dol) something to read every month.
hjew editor Colin Baskett was in attendance
during the first half of the show getting to know
people and generally talking aboul his plans for
the newsletter

Prolific QL software author and comms specia
list Jonathan Hudson was in atlendance, urging
Dave Walker to produce a new version of C6B to
fix a major bug Jonathan had found while attemp-
ting to compile one of his own prograrns.
Jonathan is a major user ol C68, and Dave
Walker duly obliged, producing V4?2F of C68,
which removed the problem Jonathan had
encountered.

Dave Walket meantime, was showing prelimi-
nary versicns of his RLL (Runtime Link Libraries)
system I understand this is a facility many QL

software authors have requested, and Dave has
finally managed to wrile lhis system. The firsl parl
is the RLM {Runtime Library Manager) system

Albin Hessler had also travelled from Germany
to be at the show and he gave demonslralions of
his [asyptr and CueShell systems [asyptr now
sports exlensions to enable use of the wm.rplrt
tinrecut furnctions in recent wrndow ffianager
versions. A new BASIC exlension, MCALLT
supports this facility, and IM-RPTRT in the C and
Assembler supporl packages. Iasyptr extension
files are now at version 3.5. Albin is also working
0n a new way to move and resize windows on
the QL, by dragging and dropping the window
title bars to move, and by dragging the outline
border to resize the windows, reflecting Albin's
background and experience in teaching people
to use PCs and Windows generally. This is nct yet
part o{ the [asyptr package, but one day
perhaps... As Albin now does his QL work
exclusively on SMSQ/[, he said his {uture QL
soflware products would probably only be
guaranleed to work on SMSQII sysiems, further
evidence that pointer environment is

consolidating its hold on the 0L software scene.
Cueshell is now at version 2.14, containing
improvements in the handling of the SIRNET
S-device over networks.

I hope you can see from my show report just

how much happens at these shows, and how
much information you can pick up by attending,
so keep in touch via the QL Today show calendar
page and pop along to the next show in your
area.
X

Ane ysu sitting
csrvlfCIntabfiy? {Fart 1}
Geoff Wicks

There are numerous laws and regulations
governing the use of computers, but few apply
to QL users. There are not many businesses
with employees who use a QL, and mosi of us
are using our QLs at home, Although many
rules and regulations do not concern us, we
should pay attention to them. They were noi
made to pester employers, but for the health
and welfare of the computer user fulost QL
users are the wrong side of middle age as far
as our health rs concerned and, for this reason
alone, we shculd be looking after ourselves,

This short series of articles is based on health
and safety information provided by the Dutch
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liade Unions. They will cover the trme we spend
in front of our computer: the placing and furni
shing of our work area, ease of software use
and computer displays They will be non-tech-
nical articles wiih praciical hints that we can all

{ollow

WCKKING HCURS
There is a general rule that you should take a

break of at least a quarter of an hour afler each
2 hours in front of your compuier The quarter
hnrrrc chnrrlrl nnt ho cerrorl rn fnr lnnnar hroeLcru v vv v|!/ rvr rvr rlivr vr uur\J,

This is a simplistic rule, and it is beiter to look at

the specific task you are doing in determining
the frequency and length of pauses.

EATA INPUT is often a repetitive, perhaps

boring, task with little creative work. There is

extensive use of the keyboard, and possibly the
numeric pad. The eyes are moving constantly
between keyboard, screen and document. Fre-

quent pauses are neces-
sary.

EATA OLJTPTJT involves
long periods looking at
the screen and good
software is necessary to
facilitate the task Often it
will be combined with
other tasks, and there will

be natural opportuniiies
for pauses and creativity.
It not, pauses should be
created as it will be
difficult to remain alert to
the task.

DlAl-OGUE combines
data input and data out-
put and occurs in situ-
atrons where a data base
is searched. The software
should facilitaie this task
It involves both screen and keyboard work.
Often there will be natural pauses and maybe
opportunity for creative work. lf not, pauses
have to be planned.

WORD PROCESSING is a variable activity
that can range from copy typing to creative
writing. Mostly it will involve eye mcvements
between screen, document and keyboard, and
the ability to call up other programs such as a
data base, thesaurus or spell checker: Good
software is essential. The more routine the
typing, ihe more necessary it is to plan proper
pauses.

PROGRAMMING is usually an individual acti-
vity with a high level o{ creativity. lt is screen
intensive, but will often provide natural pauses

as information sources are consulted. The high
creativity of the task otten means there is an
inability to recognise that the time has corne for
a pause.

GRApHffi$ and eAD also have a high ievel of
creativity, and are probably the most screen
intensive of all computer tasks A good quality
well placed monitor is essential. Again creativity
often means a reluctance to take pauses.

GAMES can be both screen and keyboard
intensive. Pauses? What pauses? Don't interrupt
me when I am just about to advance to the level
of the seventh heaven and enler the Hall of
Fame with my highest score yetl

You can use this list to determine the strains
for you, What is your main use of your QL? ls it
a use with natural pauses, or will you have to

discipline yourself to take
these? ls it keyboard
intensive or screen inten-
sivc? Do ycu relax rfter a

long computing session
with a game, and then
remain longer in front of
your screen than you

intended?

QL VFRSLJS PC
QL users have an advan-
tage over their PC collea-
gues. We have far more
say over what appears
on our screens. The ease
of multitasking on the QL
coupled with ihe flexibility
of programs like QPAC 2

gives us many choices.
You can have one program at a time displayed
on the screen, or several with overlapping win
dows. High resolution screens are going to give
us more choices, but we must be critical in our
use of these.

Does a high resolution screen aid or hinder
my task? lt is unfortunate that none of the QL
word processors was wrilten tcr high rosolution
screens. The display size of Text87 can be
adjusted, but this does not alter the size of the
displayed letter; which is the important thing 0n
the other hand a program like Line Design is
much easier to use in higher resolutions. We
may have to compromise in our use of high
resolution screens,

5& &$-,frodwg



The second advantage we have over PC

users is our software. Does the software make
our jcb easier or not? ls the display cluttered up

with irrelevanl information? Are the colours cor-
rect? ls there a border? As a Ql-user we
usually know our software supplier and often
the author personally, We should not be afraid to
talk to these people about our experiencEs and
problems,

h{ANDS, NFCK and FYES
i shail be devoiing a later ariicle to monitors

and software, but now a look at keyboard inten
sive tasks. There are compuier tasks where
you are constantly looking between screen,
document and keyboard. There are frequent
neck movements and constant refocusing of
the eyes, both of which are tiring.

l\ow try an experiment. Load your word pro

cessor and type in a few sentences. Stop
typing, but keep your hands in their normal
typing position. Look at them. Are your wrists
bent? lf they are, then your typing position is

wrong. At your next QL workshop watch other
people typing. iihink you will find the two finger
merchants all have bent wrists, whereas the
touch typists do not lf you do lot o{ word pro-

cessing, it is worth the effort to learn touch
typing. lt is less tiring on the hands, and, as you
will be looking less frequently at the keyboard,
less strain on the eyes and the neck.

I could never discipline myself to learn louch
typing on a typewriter The exercises were
repetitive and boring, my hands began to ache
and I lacked perseverance. Learning touch
typing on a computer is more fun. A computer
keyboard requires less pressure than a type-
writer and the typing tutors are like games You
are given an instant score, which encourages
you to persevere in making fewer errors and
increasing your speed. There is constant encou-
ragement to make the progress to move onto
the next level.

The one I used, which I can highly recom-
mend, was called'Type Right" by 'Thimble Soft-.
I bought it from the old QL World Microdrive
Exchange, so do not know whether it is still

available or now rn the public domain. Ferhaps
someone could do research intc QL typing
tutors and write a review of thEse.

Next time I want to look at the organisation
and furnishing of your work area. For this you
will need that most essential of computer peri
pherals.. a high resolution tape measurel
K
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Gettin$ into the States
Roy Wood

Back in the seventies, when I was an aspiring
rock'n'roll muso I often day-dreamed about the
possibility of 'breaking the States' in terms of
achieving a Beatles - like farnes across that con-
tinent and having vast riches, stretch limos, and
bevies ol underclad young ladies at my beck
and call. Later when I managed to download the
? hrrtac nf mrtrrrilrr thel lhrrra mrnrnanl tn crrr-4 VlruJ vr rriurglrr) (rrsr r rruvu rrrurrs6uu (v Jvr

vive on for the rest of my life, I abandoned the
idea of being up on the stage in lront of the
lights and was happier harnessing ihe loud
noises that came out of the sound sysiems.
The idea of visiting the U.S. was still a bit of a
dream and, since I travelled for a living, so to
speak, I was adverse to the concept of
travelling for fun. Unfortunately {or this ideal
lhere seemed to several gremlins in the way of
my making the lourney. l'd be workrng for an
artist who would say 'After we've done the
European tour we are off tc America' and I

would start to plan things only to find that one
of the many pitfalls of the entertainmenl
business had opened up and either swallowed
the budget ('l'm sorry, we can only take the
wardrobe'), or the artists thernselves so I never
ever made it across the pond. lt began to be a

bit of a Nemisis. tarly this year Jochen asked if
I was going to the American show and, mindful

of the horrors that had accompanied earlier
attempts at transatlantic travel I declined.
Jochen and Stuari then started a concentrated
campaign of emails, laxes and phone calls until I

caved in and booked a ticket. Q Branch is not a

rich company so I was very worried about the
cost of the journey but I stu{fed a suitcase with
QXLs, recycled Gold Cards, a couple of Super
Gold Cards pre-ordered by customers and
software and set olf for the Airport. I met Tony

Firshrnan in the airport lobby and he gave me a

packet of SuperHermes, cables and the like

which I added to my suitcase.'Did you pack this
case yoursell sir?' was the first query 'tr; well,

er' 'Are you carrying anything for anyone else?'

{'liel', I thought}. I had only booked the flight on
the h/onday to fly out on Friday so the travel
agenl said that the tlckets would be at the
departr:re gate. They weren't - they were at the
travel agents (The Gremlins, The Gremlinsll),
Finally, after numerous phone calls, we managed
to sort out the problerns and I was airborne, so
far so good. When I landed, aJter a smooth and



comfortable flight, I realised that when the imrni-
gration ofticial asked me where I was staying in

the U S. I wouldn't know Stuart had booked the
hotel and I was meeting Jochen and Jim Hun-

kins at the airport so we could share a car I

bluffed my way around that problem and even
managed to meet up with Jochen and Jim as
arranged and very soon we were driving out of
Washington en route for Bedford PA. We arrived
at the Hotel in the early evening and irnme-

diately rushed down to the venue to have a

meal and meet the members of NESQLUG who
had organised the show This was a great
evening and I got to meet a lot of people who I

had only spoken to on the telephone or
ccrnnnunicated with by email or post, They are

such a friendly bunch of people, the American
Qlers, and we sat around chatling for some
time. I am not sure if it was the tet lag or the
copious amount of Californian red wine but
Stuart and I had a great deal of difficulty in wal-
king back to the motel lt didn't help that the
tarmac the road was made of tust petered oul
unevenly at the sides.

The next day we were up bright and early
and breakfasting at the diner across the road

{rom the ltlotel before driving down to the show
to set up Many of the U.S. traders had set up
the night before and Jochen and I sEttled into
the corner to set out our wares, Jochen had
arrived with all of the manuals as loose leaves
in order to defeat the customs so he had to put

it all together in the Motel the night before He

was a trifle more bleary eyed than I was and he
had not been drinking. Sales were brisk and
pretty soon I had sold all of the ProWesS pro-
grams I had brought along with me and was
taking orders for more to be sent on. The Super
Gold Cards and QXLs that I had went quickly as
well. One novel touch here was that the talks
took place in the same room, very close to my
stand, so I was able to actually hear some of
the drscussions that went on Most enjoyable.
Another new feature was that half way through
the day we broke off tor lunch and everyone
vacated the room for a meal provided by the
show's organisers. This gave me a chance ta sit
down and talk to Don Walterman whc had given
me a lot ol advice when I was struggling with
my old TPSON 2BG laptop. They also had a

raffle at this point. Each of the traders had dona-
ted a piece of software or hardware and the
winners were able to take their pick of the
items.

3A &[- fodcy

Herb Schaaf gave us a very interesting dis-
play of the animated Escher drawings he had
put togethe[ an amazing piece of programming
that had me feeling dizzy after looking at them
for a while tl-lerb sfarled writing; more rn the
nexf r'ssue - Fditorl. At the end of the day I had
very little left to take home and a big pile of
orders tc be fulfilled. We packed up our stalis
and headed back to the Motel for a quick sho-
wer before yet another meal (and more Califor-
nian Red).

It rnr:c tho novt mnrninc r,vhon I ro:licod that I

had to fly back to England the next day and it
suddenly dawned on me that I had iravelled all

this way and would be seeing very little of
Arnerica before I went home but Stuart Honey-
ball helped out by navigating us back to
Washington Airport, He took control of the
directions and managed to send us on a detour
that took in some wonderful countryside and
eventually put us onto the wrong side of the
Potomac River {"There seems to be a blue
wriggly thing in ihe way'). He kept saying that
we were on the right highway but didn't realise
we were in the wrong state {'Get confused on
route sixty six').

Jim and Jochen were getting a bit worried
about catching their plane by now {ours was not
due for hours) but we finally pulled into the
Airport on time and they zoomed off lor a short
holiday on a rollercoaster {?) while Stuart and I

wandered round one of the most empty airports
I have ever been in. We did think about travelling
into Washington for a sight seeing tour but
found out that, by the time we got there, we
would have to turn around and come back so
we slouched around the airport until it was time
to get on a plane. 0f course the gremlins struck
again and I found that the plane was over-
booked and they were asking for volunteers lo
go 0n the next one (and oftering a $400
reward). I took it and that is $400 towards my
next U.S. trip because I am definitely coming
back My thanks go out to all who arranged and
attended the show. See you next year
m

ffiugs 'n Flxss

Queslfon: I can't play audio CDs in QPC using
CDPLAYER.baS. My DOS config.sys has a refe-
rence to 'Mscd000' as required for the CD-lNlT
command. l'm using Windows 95,

Answer: Since the DOS window used by



QPC had its own autoexec.bat and contig,sys
files, which were different to those used by the
MSDOS Prompt DOS window, it turned out that
the DOS CD driver was not being loaded by this
alternate config sys We went to the DOS shell
of QPC (CTRL ALT SHIFT Scroll-lock), typed in
the command TYPE C,\config.sys to check this
was the case, then entered the command [DlT
c:\config.sys, added the line from the main
config.sys which loaded the CD-ROM device
driver {this may vary from system tc system):

Device=C : \Sony\AtapLCd. sys /D: Mscd000

/T:0 /G
This was then saved, we quit from QPC and

then restarted it and frorn then on the CD player
worked fine.

Suesfion: I get a 
.not 

found' message when I

try to start QPC, even when I try to start from
{ioppy diskl

Answer: You have probably moved the file
QPC EXT out of the directory where all the
other QPC-files {especially SMSQt.BIN) are
located. instead of moving the QPC.tXI file,

create links to this filo which you can freely
move around, place them on the desktop or put
them into the SIART menu.

lf you try to boot from dlsk atter inslallation,

then it your prompt is something like

and you iry something like
A:QPC.E)G {RXTURN,

then you will get the "not found" message,
because QPC tries to find the other required
files on the "current' drive, which is "C:'. Use
instead

A: < RETIIRN)

QPC.EXE (RITIJRN)

which will work, because A: rnakes the floppy
disk the current drive, so the other files will be
found lhere

Roy Wood replr'ed to Anthony Trice's
guestions. Sory lhal it could nof make it Into
fhe lasl r"ssue, whfch was absolufefy full;

Flrst I need lo know what versions of SMSQ/E
and ProWesS he has. Earlier versions of Pro-
WesS had serious problems on installation. One
of these was that when told to write a boot file
it promptly deleted anything onthe destination
device with boot in its name. Those people who
had more than one boot file for different jobs

{such as boot*Text87, boot-l-lltltdesign etc)
quickly found out the value of keeping backups.
The second problem was that when you tell it
to configure the program on installation it only
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configured lhe program on the floppy not the
hard disk you were installing it onto. Both these
problems are now solved. Phil Jones has repor-
ted that the program will not install onto a JS
ROM beacause of a fault in ihe JS ROM's COPY
con'lrnand SMSQ/[, however should be a dit{e-
rent malter lt is written to make the most use of
gMSQlt although you do need a version higher
than 2.79 to get the best results (screen events),
Using the Aurora patch takes out the screen
events but this should be solved when Tony
Tebby finally gets around to making a now
version of SNISQ/E that works on the Aurora
ldone, see -fMS-advertl. I have installed Pro
WesS onto several systems with SMSQ/F pre-
sent and had no problems at all. Just place the
disk in flpl- and run the boot file. There are
traps in the boot file that wrll not load the Pornter
fnvircnment if SMSQIE is present. I really need
to know more about what he is doing and whal
problenrs he is getting before I can make an
assessment, Once ProWesS is installed onto the
hard disk you have to decide how you want to
put il onto your own boot. I have used the
following lines:

LRESPR w in1-pws-ext-dl1-rext
LRESPR winl pws-ext-syslib*rext
LRESPR w in1*pws-ext-g1"obal-rext
LRESPR 6riy11 pws_ext*PlJbas j.e_rext
you also need the QL,IB-run resident for

some of the utility programs. At ihe end of the
boot file you should also add the line:

EX winlpws-prg-loader; I'winLpvs-startup 
"

The startup file will load a few more exten-
sions and then start the pws-mine-personal-ldr
file whrch starts the buttons This is a plain text
file that can be edited by the user to add extra
buttons to the frame. This is done by adding a
line calling another ldr For example to add the
QPAC 2 programs in one button add the line:

Cbutton -name 'QPAC2r QPACLIdT
This will call another file which should be ln

the winl-pws-mine- sub-directory and should
look like this

mbutton QPACLnbt -nane QPAC2

There should also be a file in the sarne
sub-directory and consists of all the names o{
the programs loaded resident when QPAC 2 is
LRESPR'd-like this,

'Channels'
'Fxec'
'Jobs'
'Hotkeys'
'Hotjobs'
'Pick'
'Wake'
'Rjob'

54" &$* trodwg

'Sysdef'
'Things'
'Files'

Next time you run the boot file you should get
a button called 'QPAC2' which will present you
with a menu as above when cilcked on. Click on
any of the items in the menu and the
appropriate program will be started, Finally - |

know ihis ls a bil long winded pick the bones
out for yourself - I will give a quick rundown on
how to install programs into ProWesS. When
ProWesS is installed into the system you should
have an button calied 'Utilities' ln this menu
there are two items: 'Start program in flpl_'and
'lnstall Software'. The first item will start any
piece of ProWesS based software in flpl_. The
second item is used to install the new piece of
ProWesS software to the hard disk. Click on this
item and a box will come up checking that this
is what you want to do. lndicate 'do' and you get
the option to:

'lnstall on a separate button'
'lnstall on an existing buiton'
'lnstall on a new menu button'
'Update installation'
'Add documentation to bookmarks file'.
The first option will install the program onio

the hard disk and then add a button to the
button frame that will stari the prcgram directly
in a similar way to the normal QPAC 2 buttons,
The second option wili install the program so
that its name appears as a menu item in one of
the existing buttons'. The third option will install
a new menu button with the program's name
and the program as an option in the menu, lf
you choose this option you can then add
related programs to this menu and have them all

available on the one button. The next option
does what it says. The final option adds the
location of the documentation to the bookmarks
file lor the ProWesS Reader so that you can
click on the 'Bookmarks'item in the Reader and
look up the manual. Both of these items will only
work with ProWesS applicaiions because they
look for specific tiles on flpl* but, as you can
see from the QPAC 2 button stuff you can install
anything into a ProWesS buttan. lt the file is not
LRESPR'd then all you have to do is wrlie the
line {for example to load and start QTPI),

QTPI -nane TQTPI' -path nrinl*qtpL
{my file is winl-QTPI*QTPIJ into the 'Applica-

tions-rnbt' file and - hey presto " there it is ready
io use. You do not even have to reboot the
machine. Since these files are all plain text files
it is very easy to do this kind of thing. I hope
this is useful
K



Letter Box

This months l-etter Box also deais wilh our
cornpefifion entries. We prinfed the besf sugges-
fions and ask you, the readers, fo vote for their
favourite terrn.

lSory fhis lefter did not rnake it info rssue 2 - rf
has been cut from its original lengthj FH. Tanner
Glasgow, Scotland writes:

I like your new font. The second biggest pro-
blem with lQi-R was its illegibllity. The ratio of ink to
paper was far too high. This was made obvious
by the ads which appeared as completely legible
islands floating in an impenetrable sea of editorial
wodge, I {ound it impossible to read, and never
renewed my firsi sub. You have my continuing
support.

Another bull point for QL Today and its editor
Proportional fonts are death on program listings.
The majority of programmers take great care on
the layout of their work. But source editors
assume ihat the full 'em" will be used lor spaces,
while DTP programs default to the propcrtional
"en'. Which can result in chaas. ftffe fook a eon-
scious decision fo use a non-proportional fonf
for iistrngs in QL Today as we were aware of fhe
problerns whrch could anse when using propor-
tional fonfs - Editori

A minor matter 0n page 17 of issuE 1 the writer
states that '...on the PC... CAPS LOCK forces the
c0mputer to read the characters above the
number keys {0 9}..' I believe this only to be a
{eature of the Amstrads. And perhaps not all of
them. I have never met another breed of PC that
did this. But I may be wrong. I often am. lThis is a
"feature" whfch seems to work on msst PGs. lt
aiso does on rnine. Maybe somebody should
point out to Mrrcrosoft, fhat numbers are not
capftalsJ - Fditorl

There is a need for an information clearing
house on QXL matters. When I purchased mine
nearly 4 years ago I raised the question of its
being fitled with the full 68040 with on chip
co-processor I was lold by Miracle that this was
not possible. ln the interim I have cobbled the
basic QDOS/SMSQ arithmetic to make it more
suitable lo my needs, and rubbed along as best I

could. This year it has become apparent that not
only was that mod always possible, but that
people have been making it successfully. And now
we have this article by S. Goodwin. A lot has been
happening on the inside track of which no word
has leaked out to the ordinary punters on the
terracing. {Since this letter was started, the May
QUANTA has come to hand, with yet more on the
68040. Where was all this activiiy previously
recorded?)

Right now I am rejigging my programs to take
advantage of an enhanced QXL. But I have lost
that 4 years which is a rather greater proportion of
the active time that i have ieft than it would be for
the majority of your readers. [Go for it, and lef us
know abouf your activffies fooi - Editorl

I have found another SMSQ funny while integra-
ting the GWASS60 assembler with my exisling
conditioned reflexes through the system. COPY-0
is proving most insecure when used to overwrite
floppy files. Although all the new blocks are cor-
rectly written into their sectors, as I can verify by
insoectins the disc with Norton Utilitv the FAT is'''-r'*.' o ., - "-" '." 'Jr "

not always fully updated. I arn finding that a
DELTTE followed by a plain COPY is much safer
Which makes my usage of the extra QXLWIN on
my virtual disc, giving me a volatile win2*, even
more useful. lsee Some OXL & Q{- Toofs &{otes,
Vol 1, lssue 6 - EdilorL l can treat it as a scratch
substitute for the floppy doing a final WCOPY at
the end of the session (why should WCOPY work,
and C0PY-0 not?)

And iust anofher ietter frorn fufr T'anner;
Liked the July/August issue muchly. Especially Mr

Al Boehm Made me think - ouch! I thought that I

had left that unaccustomed exercise behind me.

What we need is to resurrect Mr Bryan Johnston
- the former 'lioubleshooter'. Most useful when
there were problems with traders. He was also
good at relaying the gossip from within the inner
circle.

'QLers". Careful now
I am a cornputer user who happens t0 find

Ql-lype machinery most suitable 1o some, but not
all, of his purposes, lf you lot were to retire to a
selt imposed ghetto, and pull up the drawbridge,
not everyone may follow.

QL Today is great Please keep it up

John Mljler wrifes;
Dear Dilwyn,
I thought that I'd enter yolir competition to

rename"QL users', as it's something thaf l've been
thinking about without success. Howeve[ with the
incentive of a prize, here goesl

My frrst attempt is "SQL users' - pronounced
"sequel users', on the grounds that we are mostly
using a sequei to the QL, However this probably
falls foul of the likelihood that there is probably
already a SQL Users Groupl

My partnel Debby, suggests that we should be
called'QLITS" -'QL ln There Somewhere"!

Bul I think l'd like to suggest that we take a leaf
out of Arthur C,Clarke's '2001 A Space Odys
sey', where the computer HAL, was named by
taking the letters before lBM. Most of us are
decllne to be seen as PC users, so how about
taking the next letters, and being QD users? ln this
case, QD stands for'QL Development'l
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Keep up the excellent work on 'QL lbday' - I'll

write another article for it sometime. lnow fhat
promise does earn Brownie points - Editori

K..i. Brickwood, l-ondon, wriles:
PRTAMBLI
These days, we can run our favourite programs

on such a wide variety ol equiprnenl it would be
hard ta find a 16 or 32 bit machine which isn't
Ql-Compatible. Devising a hardware-based term
that can be applied to anything from an Atari ST
to a Silicon Graphics Workstation is viriually
imnnssihle'','r*** - -

0n the other hand, everyone in our community
uses QDOS andlor a QDOS compatible operatrng
system. Therefore, it wouid make sense to use a
name which represents this underlying similarity,
but reflects the differences.

A NEW NEW COLLFCTME NCIUI{ FOR A
NEW ildllI-ENIIUIvI

I propose that we should call ourselves: Q$4
I t^^-^
u5et 5.

W}-IY ?
n - nDnq n-FN/|t aTnp nr nr aY rnr YqL/ rr' vvL/\'

QPC, QXt, QXL II

S - SMS, SMS2, SMSQ, SMSQ/E
A - ATARI mono, ATARI colou/QVME, QL &

AURORA, ARGOS/ADJUSTID QDOS
(Thor), AMIGA QDOS, ATARI QL EMULA-
TOR CARDS

WFIAT AtsOUT h4INERVA ?
Minerva is essentially an enhanced and

debugged QDOS implementation the operating
system ihe QL could/should have had if Sinclair
Research hadn't made such a pig's ear of the
project

John Wakefield writes;
Rising to the challenge of your competition, I

started thinking along the lines of who has made
the most significant contribution to the QL /
SMSQ (t) / etc. scene over the years, and the
name which came to mind, among other notables
was Tony Tebby I thought it would perhaps be
appropriate to make an anagrarn of his name, and
thebest I could do was 'BYT[-Y-B0NT' This, as
you must recognise, is a 'BlT' of a well known
'ADDRESS', but I cannot see the QL fraternity
adopting it as a group name.

I next turned my anagrammatical attention to
another esteemed personnage, but'HA-NOBILtY'
is not how I remember him, and so I could only
think of 'MIRAQLIRS' How bad can this get? llf
you've seen hirn eat durfng show dinners efc,
you'd realfse fhe word 'belly' mighf come into ft
somewhere, I only wish I could eat as much as
him and rernain his srzel - Fditorl

I Qurckly dismissed 'SMSQIERs' AND 'QDOS'

SERs', and an anagram of a well respected maga-
zine 'QLTOADYS' did not seem respectful enough.
ff'm weiJ used fo fhinking of PC users a$ iiving in
OO5-Houses, but lhadn'f thoughf thaf n mrghf live
en a G-D0S-l-{ouse - Editori

Since we are all followers of 'The Cause'I consi-
dered 'SEQLers'{sort of sequel ers, which means
following, does it not?), which could also stand for
'Sinclair's [verlasting QL'. Then, as we are banded
together 'QLIQUIRS'{which also sounds like what
we do with a mouse).

htly final unworthy effort is 'QPACKfRS',

because every QL family user must surely be
using that wonderful program QPAC2, Aren't they?

lf any of my suggestions win, I can only assume
that either the judge is a brother loony or the rest
of the contestants are boring old pharmacists.

p.s. I am still working on an anagram of Jochen
Merz.

p.p.s. Did I ever tell you that my grandfather was
Weish? That should be worth a few Brownie
points. tProbably worth a few Erownie points, but
attempls fo bribe or olherwise influence fhe edi-
tor's decisron ;usf cost you a few pofntsi - Fditorl

Robert H K|ein, Gen'nany writes;
Nice idea this competition. I have some answers

to it.
The tirst term is iguess) 'Qlers." You have your-

self written in the article of a "new collective term
to describe Qlers." So this seems 1o be the best
word I can think of. lt has some slight disadvan-
tage though. One time at a QL show in [indhoven
someone wanted to buy a disk from me, and as it
was a HD disk I wanted to go sure he could read
it, S0 I asked him 'Can your QL read HD disks?"
{Yeah, bad tnglish, I know.'} He told me no I tried
to explain to him that he could do nothing with the
disk if his QL could not read HD disks. Sorne time
down the discussion it turns out he has a QXL
where he wanted to use it. Well, I thought about
some nice lerms to describe this guy some time
after: Look up 'jerk"and"bonehead"in your dictio-
nary. But in a narrower sense of the word he was
right.

Another term thai fits most Qlers (plus a lot of
other people) is "nerd," though I think that's not in

discussion.
I don't think there can be one new catchy terrn

that has no reference t0 at least either the QL or
its operalrng system QDOS. As rnost emulators
emulate first the QL's hardware and then run
QDOS or a derivative of it there is plenty of room
for invention. Something that shortens 'QLIQDOS

successor thingle' in a nice and convenient way.
But llike'QLer"most.

Okay, enough on that, to the CIA world fact
book reviewed some time ago.
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You can find a new version of the CIA world fact
book at

h t t p : /1w w w. o d c i . govlc i a lpu b I ic atio ns /n so lo /
wfb-96,txt,gz

FLake, England, writes:
Quite a challenge to find something of a generic

lerm that can encompass members of such a
wide range of international growth bcth in soft-
ware and hardware, taking the original ccncept so
far beyond its initial form that it is hardly
recognisable. The following suggestron is given,
together with some of the combined implications,

Ql-lVIRS {pronounced'Clivers")
- in rnemory of Sir, Genesis of the electronic

concepi.
-QLlVen
-Q livers (alive, not the organ!)
-qliver (cliver that is, from cliler in mediaevel

english, later to become 'clever'.
-Of persons 'possessing skill or talent; able
to use hand or brain readily and effectively.'
0f things 'Done or performed with adroit
ness, dexterity or skill, ingenious,'

(Compact Fd Oxford Engl Dict. pp 494 495)

GfiMorns, Engtrand, writes:
Here is r"ny suggestion for the name or title of

those computerised enthusiasts who continue to
recognise lhe delights and joy of using that
Sinclair concept called The Quantum Leap.

The name for us, the users, should be
QUANTICS
I am quite satisfied wrth my club journal

QUANTA, may its life continue, and my magazine
for QUANTICS INTIRNATIONAL {there's a

{hought)
Why QUAIITICS? You can guess at the obvious

reason, but the dictionary says it all:

Rational integral homogeneous function of two
or more variables.

Can we say that QUANTICS use an OS
QUANTifier called a QUANTIC QDOS or a
QUANTIC SMSQ?

It's the QUALITY of us QUANTICS that nnatter
not the QUANTITY although there are plans afoot
to QUALIFY even that! Let's hope it succeeds.

Now, readers, fs ft up to you to fell us what you
prefer most Write a postcard fo Jochen Merz
Software or Oilwyn Jones with fhe idea you
preferred rnosf. The winner wffh fhe most yofes
will gef fhe Fontpack, and fhere will also be a
price draw fon fhe yoters; eyery postcard has a
chance lo win one of fhree Ql- Today i998 wall
calendars. The deadline is 15th of October 1997"
&
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Mailbox & sfutal$ $hCIrten*ts
..lochen Merz

lf you read messages in BBS's or get eMaii,
you often find strange character combinations
like :-) or IMHO or RTFM, The latter two are

lust abbreviations to save the writer tirne to
type them in, because they are well known
abbreviations in the 'Online Scene' The first
characier combination is called 'emoticon' or
'Qrnilorr'ur r ilru) .

When you write messages or comments and
you critizise somebody, but you don't mean it
too seriously, it may be a good idea to add an

emoticon s0 as not to upset the person who
reads your message.

For example, lf you say to somebody "You

can't be serious", then the real meaning of this
sentence depends on the conlext and on your
expressions. As the reader cannot see the
expressions of your face while he reads your
text, adding a smiley will help. Reading a smiley
is quite easy: iust turn your head slightly so that
the lett hand side of your monitor becomes top
and the righthand side becomes bottom lf you

have a notebook, turn this instead but don't try
to turn your 20" monitorll l{ wonder ff "iochen
actually fried thls, hence fhe warning?
Dilwynl

lmmediately you can see what I mean :*) the

colon represents the eyes, the line is the nose
and the bracket is a smiling mouth. You can add
a wink by using a semicolon instead of the
colon, for example. As far as I know, over 340
registered smileys exist, but here are sorne of
the most commonly used,

;-) This was ironic.

;*) This was really sarcastic.
: -D Really funny, the stuf f you wrote,
: *o I'm rather suprised about your comment.
; -x This is top-secret and I keep my mouth shut.

; ** Kiss.
: - ( Disappointed.
;-({ Very disappoinied

lf you wear glasses, replace the colon wilh an

eight, e g.

B-)
lf you wear a toupe, use

{'*)
Alter a really diabolical comment, add

Bonzo the clown
x: o)



Don't spread too many smileys into your texts,
otherwise the reader may not take them too
seriously.

And now on to abbreviations: long words do
cost money when you send them over the
telephone line, so why not use an abbreviation
which everybody knows instead. lf you get
used t0 them while you're writing offline, then
it's even better when you use them while yor:'re
typing online, i.e chat with the Sysop.
AFAICS As far as I can see
AFAIK As far as I know
ASAP As soon as possible
BTW By the way
EGBOK Everything's going to be OK
FYA For your amusement
FYEO For your eyes only
FYI For your inlormation
IDU I don't understand
IMHO ln my humble opinion
IOW ln other words
JFYI Just for your information
NOM No offence meant
OIC Oh, I seel
OTOH On the other hand
PlTq Pain in the a*se
POV Point of view
RTFAQ Read ihe Frequently Asked Questions
RTFM Read the 'fine'1=1***ing - guess what

it stands for) manuai

ie.g. Read The Flaming Manual)
SIDU Sorry, I don't understand
SISDU Sorry, I still don't understand
TAFN That's all for now
TTMS Type to me soon
WDYM? What do you mean?
WDYW? What do you wani?

You probably can't remember them all at once,
but try using them and you will very soon get
used to using and reading them CU (See you).

w

o QL emulator on ycLir
PC? Get mntre, Eet

apffi
\ fid'r GPC, you con run most of d"re current
Ql-softwore on PC's. You need st leost q 486, but
QPC will run foster on o funtium. 4MB RAM, tGA
grophics cord, MS-DOS 3.3 (or higherl or \Af n95.
QPC con now eosily be instolled to be colled from
Mfin95 - the monuol hos been rewrittenl

A double-mouseclick con turn your PC into o much
better, QDOS-compotible q/stem. Better, becouse
wi& QPC you get Tony Tebbls new operoting
slstem SMSQif for QPC - it is included in ff're pricel

Do not wory obout ony soldering, plug-in cords
etc - QPC is o sofhnrore ernulotor, it does nct need
ony exfo hordwore! This meon$ you con instoll it
even on loptopsl

GPC offers occess to t-re seriol porb (up to 57600
boudl), porollel port, horddisk cnd ffoppy disk. lt
ccn reod and write QL ond DCS floppy disks, so
doto exchonge is eoqyi You con ploybock oudio
CDs even from within QPC. PSl2 ond seriol mice
ore supported.
The new disploy driver not only su pporb 5I2x256,
640x350, 64Ox4B0 ond 800x600 pixel
resolutions, but withr fre new VESA support olso
even higher ones {e.g. 1O24x7681.

QPC is not expensive: you get dre emulctor plus
fre operoting q/stem SMSQ/E for only E&X &.*$3.
lf you crurn SMSQ/E for onofrer system you pay
only DIUI t$$r
lf you wont to get the excellent CueShell Desktop
progrom from Albin Hesser bundled with QPC, just

odd DIffi {Or.

Test QPeg
A demo version which will do everyhing fi"re full
version does (except writing to floppy ond
horddisk) is ovoiloble for only DM 6,- including
p&p (or send 3 internotionol Reply Coupons).

\fers$om f",3S ex$s&sX
LA - 2A"A foster fron I.20 or 1.2i. Updotes ore
free, get frem vio BBS or tre usuol woy: send the
dis( include 3 lRCs. See how good it is - review in
cunent issue!

AAAA6W t rruge€ /s
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The 8L $hCIw Asenda ffi5W
Safwrday, $3th ofSept" X99?

Saxxldayu Sth of Setober tr997

Satlrrday, $th of Nov" {997

Sulldayu 3&fh CIfNov" 1997

East Midlands Quanta lfforkshop, Solston Farish F{altr, $elston, Noffingharn,

Engtrand" Ths venue is eloss to the h,t{l (Jnet. 27 lz8} and has oasy parking

on-site. Overnight aoeomodation a few nniles away can be ananged. A good

discount nay be possible if there are enough stayrng, so please eontact

Graham Undorwood 01909*53i4S5 or Dennis Smith CIX773-748740 to give

them an idea how many r00m$ to book in advanee.

Byftreet Wlage Flall, Sunoy, Engtrand. Cantaet Tcny Sordon 01372-458tr80 or

Ken Eain 01932-347432"

The Netherlands, Eindhoven, $t. Joris Co11og0 - same venuo as always"

The Bristol Workshop " for details see below.

Z.nd Standay svery &{ontlr Quanta London $ub-Group rneeting. $t. Atroysius $chootr Hatrl, Fhoenix

Road, NWl" fufeeting starts at tr3:00 and ends at 18:0S" Contac* &asitr tr oe

0181*7&9- 1976 or basilse@mail"bogo.eo"uk

The Bristol Q!- User Group is very proud to present 0nee more for your deleetation,

the event in the QL calendar you have ali been waiting for:

Yhe BrXsteX Wwrksf"x{pp
being held at

$ormerset l{all, For&istr?ead, $osmerse*, Wn tsr$e&o$
sns Sumdayr 3{}tk f{ovemher &997 - &&"88sm ftCI S,&8pm

All the features which have in the pasl marked this event as outstanding will be present:
* SeBarate {raders' and users' areas
* Two separate product presentation area$
e Forums for speeial interesl areas
* Famous Erislal Bring 'n Buy
u Help and Adviee elinic
o Theatre style leclures/leach-ins
eorne and see wha{ all the others are talking about, and you too ean beeome par{ of sonrething

special, The event is well signposted from.iunetion 19 of the M5, right in the centre of Fortishead.

$ee $effi 
f&etre$

If you need rnore detaiis, please eontact your loeal QL user group or Q{, Today!

You ean help to turn Q{, shows into even more interesting cvents!

,Atrso, if you (plan to) organise QX, shows or regutrar trocal user group meetings,

ploase let us know and we publish it here!


